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The Coin with Many “Firsts”—
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Issued to celebrate the 100th anniversary of 
Lincoln’s birth, the 1909 Lincoln Cent would 
have been coveted enough as a first-year-issue
coin. But when designer Victor David Brenner 
conspicuously included his initials “V.D.B.” on the
coin’s reverse, it caused a nationwide scandal.

Struck by the U.S. Mint, only a few 1909-dated Lincoln
cents were minted before public outcry and protest got
the initials removed from this spot forever. This was also the
first cent to feature a portrait of a president, and it was the
first to bear the motto “In God We Trust.” 2009 represents
the 100th anniversary of this beloved coin—a “must-have” 
coin for any collector!

We secured a small hoard of these coins in time for the
centennial, but they won’t last long! Plus, each 1909 V.D.B.
Lincoln Cent comes in an exclusive PCGS encapsulated
holder that features the scandalous initials. Orders will be
accepted on a strict first-come, first-served basis. Call today
to order yours—only $39.95 for one or $34.95/each for five!
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from the editor

Learning about process 
aids science appreciation 

Thinking like a scientist is not neces-
sarily always a good idea.

 When time is short, you might need 
to make a snap judgment based on 
gut instincts. Sometimes you miss out 
on a lot of fun if you analyze the risks 
systematically. And science never cap-
tures every possible consideration, so 

intuition is on occasion a preferable substitute for extensive 
experimentation.

Nevertheless, for many aspects of life, such as diagnosing 
diseases, making public policy or earning money, scientific 
thinking is pretty darn helpful and often essential. Learn-
ing how to do it properly isn’t easy, though, as Bruce Bower’s 
report in this issue (Page 20) makes clear.

As one expert notes, great minds spent centuries figuring 
out how to master the methods of scientific experimenting, 
so you wouldn’t expect grade school kids to be able to figure 
it all out on their own. But that’s sort of what one school of 
thought suggests doing — letting kids “discover” principles 
for drawing correct inferences by working on their own 
experimental projects.

Some amount of direct instruction is needed to comple-
ment this “discovery learning” approach, though. And experts 
disagree about which philosophy — direct or discovery —  is 
best to emphasize. So scientists and educators are trying to 
resolve that issue by conducting experiments, a kind of recur-
sive illustration of science’s power to illuminate science.

More important than the issue of how best to teach sci-
entific reasoning, though, is recognizing its importance to 
begin with. Traditionally, too much of science education has 
focused on implanting facts in impressionable brains, rather 
than on developing brains that can tell fact from fiction. As 
Bruce notes in his feature, “scientific knowledge is an imper-
fect attempt by people to determine the truth about the 
world, not a collection of unassailable facts.”

Chinese college freshmen know a lot more about physics 
than typical U.S. freshmen do, but neither scores very well 
on tests of scientific reasoning. But it’s the reasoning process 
that gives science its validity — and its vitality. Appreciat-
ing science as a process, rather than as simply an accumula-
tion of knowledge, is the best foundation for understanding 
that knowledge — and for appreciating the discovery of new 
knowledge that Science News presents in each issue.
 —Tom Siegfried, Editor in Chief
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Understanding the Brain 

1-800-TEACH-12
www.TEACH12.com/3sn

How Your Brain Works
Everything you hear, feel, see, and think is controlled by your 
brain. It allows you to cope masterfully with your everyday  
environment and is capable of producing breathtaking athletic 
feats, sublime works of art, and profound scientific insights. But its 
most amazing achievement may be that it can understand itself.

Understanding the Brain takes you inside this astonishingly  
complex organ to show you how it works. You explore a wealth of  
neuroscientific topics including the structure of the brain, the  
relationship between brain and mind, and higher-order cognitive 
functions such as language, emotion, and consciousness. You 
also discover how the brain can continue to develop at any age,  
allowing you to constantly enrich the life of your mind. Taught 
by neuroscientist and award-winning Professor Jeanette Norden, 
these 36 lively lectures are designed specifically for those without 
a background in science. 

This course is one of The Great Courses®, a noncredit, recorded  
college lecture series from The Teaching Company®. Award- 
winning professors of a wide array of subjects in the sciences and 
the liberal arts have made more than 250 college-level courses that 
are available now on our website.

Taught by Professor Jeanette Norden, Vanderbilt University

Lecture Titles

Order Today! 
Offer expires Wednesday, August 19, 2009 

Course No. 550

DVDs $374.95 NOW $99.95

Understanding the Brain
Course No. 1580
36 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Priority Code: 33321

+ $15 Shipping, Processing, 
and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee
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Scientific Observations
“many of us are interested in the question of is 
there life in the universe, and a smaller number 
are interested in the question of whether there 
is intelligent life in the universe. the striking 
observation so far is that there’s deafening 
silence. a civilization that got the jump on us by a 
few thousand years, in our galaxy, you would have 
thought could have an advanced technology that 
would be visible if they made a big activity. there’s no sign of it.” nobel laureate and 
physicist frank wilczek, on april 3 at the origins symposium at arizona state university in tempe

Science Future

June 26
attend or watch the webcast of 
“iron science teacher” at the 
exploratorium in san francisco. 
visit www.exploratorium.edu/
iron_science

July 19–26
plumb the depths of cave sci-
ence at the 15th international 
congress of speleology in  
kerrville, texas. find out more 
at www.ics2009.us

august 10–13
scientists discuss the largest 
u.s. waterway at the visions 
of a sustainable mississippi 
river conference in collinsville, 
ill. see www.conferences.uiuc.
edu/mississippiriver

science notebook

Science Past | from the issue of june 20, 1959

mechanical cow eats grass — A mechanical “cow” 
has just started work at the British Agricultural Research 
Council’s experimental station at Rothamsted, near Lon-
don. Its function is to extract protein from leaves or grass 
or any suitable vegetation…. Grass or other vegetation is 
fed into the machine from a normal elevator. After being 
chopped, the grass enters a press and the juice is squeezed 

out of it. This juice, which contains the bulk 
of the protein and barely any cellulose, is 
then treated with steam to precipitate the 
protein. When the protein is made solid by 
the precipitation, it requires only a filtering 
to separate the protein from the unwanted 
juice. With a few minutes the “cow” has 

produced solid, cake-like protein from vegetation and, 
what is more important, has collected at least 50% of the 
protein in the leaves.… The protein cake then goes to  
[Scotland] where it is used in experimental feeding of pigs.

The (-est) 
a nodule unearthed from 
300-million-year-old rocks in 
kansas holds what scientists 
believe is the oldest fossilized 
brain, that of an ancient cartilagi-
nous fish (illustration, top) related 
to modern-day ratfish. individual 
slices imaged with X-ray tomography 
reveal an exceptionally preserved 
brain (frontal view shown). micro-
bial action inside the dead fish’s 
skull, as well as anoxic conditions 
there, may have triggered chemical 
changes that led to mineralization of the brain and some major nerves, 
researchers in the united states and france report in the march 31 
proceedings of the national academy of sciences. 

BODY & BRAIN
Despite their hefty size, 
professional football play-
ers have pretty good over-
all cardiovascular health, 
a new study finds. The 
assessment turned up one 
exception, though: These 
athletes have higher blood 
pressure, on average, than 
nonplayers. Read “NFL 
heart profile good, with a 
caveat.”

SN Online
www.sciencenews.org

TECHNOLOGY
Historians unveiled the 
first recordings — imprints 
made by a phonauto-
graph (illustration below) 
20 years before Edison 
invented the phonograph. 
Visit “Earliest known 
sound recordings revealed” 
for audio and story.

Science Stats | u.s. cancer rates

rates of new cancer cases and deaths in the united states 
by race, ethnicity and sex, 2001–2005  s male  s female

Hispanic*

Black

Asian/
Pacific Islander

American Indian/
Alaska Native

White

All races
New cases

Number/100,000 people

Deaths

700 500 300 100 0 200 400

source: cdc

1 mm

*Hispanic is not mutually exclusive from all other race groups
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In the News
 “ arguments advanced by conspiracy theorists tell you more about 
the believer than about the event. ” — ted goertzel, page 11

Life toolkits help chimps on honey hunt

Matter & Energy How be atoms link up

Humans older femme figurine found

Genes & Cells Swine flu’s mixed past 
Fruit flies as extreme insomniacs

Geoscience Special meeting report

Cells can count 
to at least 3 with  
engineered DNA
two systems could someday 
monitor toxins, cell divisions

can respond to specific signals and start 
and terminate protein production. Since 
the first tools emerged in the late 1970s, 
scientists have been creating artificial cel-
lular “parts” that could be used to modify 
a living organism and more recently have 
built a simple synthetic one from scratch. 
Assembling the right parts in the right 
order could, for example, allow engi-
neered bacteria to produce biofuels or 
digest toxins in polluted environments.

A strong motivator for developing a 
system that can count, says study co-
author James Collins, was worry over 
the presence of genetically modified 
organisms in the environment.

“This came from growing concern that 
programmed cells could pose a danger 
to the environment or human bodies. 
You’d be worried about how long these 
things were going to stick around,” says 
Collins, of Boston University. Organ-

By Laura Sanders

 G raceful waltzers can count 
to three, and now stretches 
of man-made DNA can do it 
too. Researchers have linked 

a series of genes and put the series into 
bacterial cells, enabling them to tally 
events. The new counters may endow 
engineered cells with previously impos-
sible functions, the team reports in the 
May 29 issue of Science.

The engineered counters may be used 
to monitor toxins in the environment or 
keep track of the number of times a cell 
divides. The systems can even be pro-
grammed to destroy their host cells after 
a certain number of events.

“This is the first example of a syn-
thetic counter in the field,” says Christina  
Smolke, a bioengineer at Stanford Uni-
versity and author of a commentary 
published in the same issue of Science. 
Although these new counters are simple, 
“the first step is building the framework. 
The next step is, how do we start tailoring 
these to respond to something relevant? 
There are a lot of places to take this.”

The new research adds a tool to the 
burgeoning field of synthetic biology, in 
which scientists engineer biological sys-
tems such as DNA to create new capa-
bilities. DNA molecules are designed to 
direct certain activities in a cell, and so 

story one

Detector region

Protein 1 Protein 2

Sugar pulses Green fluorescent protein

Count 1 Count 2 Count 3/output

Detector region

Modified DNA strand

Modified DNA strand

Count 2 Count 3/outputCount 1 Couunt 2unt 2CouountCouunt 1unt 1Couount

Protein 2
Green fluorescent protein

Protein 1

1 2 3

1 2 3
Sugar pulses

Detector region

Protein 1 Protein 2

Sugar pulses Green fluorescent protein

Count 1 Count 2 Count 3/output

Detector region

Modified DNA strand

Modified DNA strand

Count 2 Count 3/outputCount 1 Couunt 2unt 2CouountCouunt 1unt 1Couount

Protein 2
Green fluorescent protein

Protein 1

1 2 3

1 2 3
Sugar pulses

researchers have designed two systems that enable engineered cells to 
count. In the first scenario (top), a sugar pulse leads to the production of 
a protein from the engineered Dna, and each additional sugar pulse acts 

with the previous protein to produce, through a series of cellular events, 
a new protein. In the second scenario (bottom), the first two sugar pulses 
lead to production of an enzyme that makes a portion of the Dna unread-
able. In each scenario, the last bit of Dna codes for an output signal.

DNA that counts
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Back Story | PART-BY-PART BIOLOGY

unreadable and useless. A second sig-
nal leads to the production of another 
enzyme, which chops another bit of 
DNA farther along on the strand. At the 
end of the process, an output protein is 
produced.

The second system can be pro-
grammed to respond to different signals 
at each step of the process. By putting 
outputs between counts, researchers 
could track exactly when each step in a 
series happens.

The fi rst system is better for counting 
relatively quick events, those that hap-
pen every 30 minutes or so. The second 
system is more useful for counting lon-
ger events that unfold over days because 
the enzymes need more time to do their 
cutting and fl ipping.

Tinkering with the detector and the 
output, and leaving the basic process 
intact, may make for innumerable func-
tions, Bhalerao says. Scientists can gain 
inspiration from naturally occurring bac-
teria that respond to light, arsenic, tem-
perature, nutrients and some metals. 

In the new counting system, swapping 
out the input signal, such as sugar, to be 
detected is trivial, says Bhalerao. “It’s like 
switching brands of mouse on your com-
puter” but leaving the processor alone.

At the other end of the process, the 
proteins produced after counting can 
accomplish a wide variety of functions, 
Collins says. Proteins could “explode 
the cell, make the cell long, short, fat.” 
Researchers could even tailor the artifi -
cial network to produce different output 
signals — like fl uorescent proteins — at 
different counts. Cells could glow yel-
low after the first event, red after the 
second, green after the third and so on. 
This would allow researchers to monitor 
every step of complex processes, such as 
the development and growth of a cell.

The mix-and-match capabilities offer 
many possibilities, Bhalerao says, but 
“there is still a long way to go. These 
things don’t work all the time, and that’s 
because you’re making the cells do things 
they don’t want to do.” s

isms endowed with counting abilities 
could be programmed to commit suicide 
after a certain number of cell divisions 
or day-and-night cycles, he says. This 
built-in kill switch could help control the 
unwanted introduction of engineered 
genes into wild organisms.

The new counters rely on the novel 
assembly of simpler genetic tools. 
Collins and his team created “multiple 
numbers of switches cascaded behind 
one another to create more complex cir-
cuits,” says Kaustubh Bhalerao, a biolog-
ical engineer at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign.

Collins and his colleagues built two 
systems that count in different ways but 
are both based on the same basic idea. 
“Each of the counters is what you call 
daisy chain cascades: You have to do the 
fi rst event before you do the next event,” 
Collins says. This process endows the 
systems with the counting ability.

One of the team’s systems counts by 
starting and stopping the production of 

certain proteins. In the experiments, the 
fi rst bit of a strip of modifi ed DNA acts as 
a detector. When it detects a pulse of the 
sugar arabinose, the DNA indirectly trig-
gers the production of a specifi c protein. 
When the DNA detects a second pulse of 
the sugar, the fi rst protein helps produce 
a second protein. After a fi nal pulse of 
the sugar, the second protein helps make 
green fl uorescent protein as an output. 

When the cells glow green under 
ultraviolet light, the researchers know 
that the cells have counted exactly three 
pulses of sugar. The team could easily 
make the counting region of the modi-
fi ed DNA longer, allowing the system to 
count higher numbers.

The second counting system relies on 
enzymes that chop out and invert spe-
cifi c pieces of DNA. When the DNA strip 
detects the fi rst signal, it causes one of 
these enzymes to be made. The enzyme 
then chops its own DNA sequence out 
of the modifi ed strand of DNA, fl ips it 
and reinserts it backward, rendering it 

Building a system
Assembling these and other kinds of parts, researchers have designed systems that 
could enable cells to emit a banana smell (shown), sense lead or kill themselves on 
cue. One potential system could control swimming by regulating the spin of � agella.

For today’s top stories, visit 
SN Today at www.sciencenews.org

IN THE NEWS

Synthetic biology systems, including the counters recently designed by a team of 
researchers, rely on the assembly of smaller parts. The Registry of Standard Biological 
Parts is a repository for such elements, and currently holds more than 3,000 genetic 
tools that can be mixed and matched to create larger systems. Following are examples 
of some of the spare parts in the online registry.

Promoters kick off 
the process of mak-
ing messenger RNA, 
which leads to 
protein production

Protein domains 
code for regions of a 
protein with speci� c 
functions, such as 
latching on to other 
proteins

Specifi c DNA 
sequences can 
serve as spacers 
between two other 
biological parts 
or can serve as 
binding sites for 
proteins

Terminators halt 
the production 
of RNA from the 
DNA strand
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Record gold prices and a tough 
economy have forced people to raid

their jewelry boxes and liquidate their
most prized treasures. And gold buyers
have reaped a fortune from those 
desperate for cash. That doesn’t seem
fair, so we’ve decided to help end that
trend. Stauer is here to help you put
your gold back where it belongs... on
your ears.

We’ve ignored the fact that gold recently
topped $900 an ounce and slashed the
price of our 14k Gold DiamondAura® Stud
Earrings by more than 50%. Everyone
deserves a little luxury in life, so we’ve
made these classic, twinkling beauties at
their most affordable price ever. 

The new gold rush has started. By now
you’ve probably heard stories about a
new generation of prospectors headed
west. At Stauer, we’ll save you the trouble
of hunting high and low for your 
fortune. You can strike it rich without
donning hip waders and panning in a
mountain stream. The price on our gold
earrings has never been lower. You can
find plenty of similarly-designed 14K
gold stud earrings priced at nearly
$200. But at $59, we’ve given the gold
standard an extreme makeover!

Perfection from the laboratory.
Our DiamondAuras are an absolute 
marvel of modern gemological science.
We insisted that our scientists reproduce
the look of a loupe-clean diamond in

the laboratory, and would not accept
any result other than perfection. We
won’t bore you with the details, but
we’ve invested close to $6 million in
developing DiamondAura®. After an
incredibly complex and expensive
process, scientists finally created a clear
marvel that is optically better than the
vast majority of mined diamonds. 

The 4 C’s. Our
DiamondAura
Stud Earrings
retain every
jeweler’s speci-
fication: color,
clarity, cut, and
carat weight. In
purely scientific measurement terms, the
color dispersion is actually superior to a
diamond. The transparent color and
clarity of DiamondAura emulate the
most perfect diamonds—D Flawless.

The brilliant cut maximizes the fire and
radiance of the stone so that the light
disperses into an exquisite rainbow.

Stauer’s rock solid guarantee. These
stunning DiamondAura Stud Earrings 
are available in 1 and 2 ctw sizes. Each
earring features our solitaire cut
DiamondAura set in 14k white or yellow
gold. Try the DiamondAura Solitaire Stud
Earrings for 30 days. If for any reason you
are not satisfied with your purchase, or
you experience any defects in your
DiamondAura, simply return it to us for a
full refund of the purchase price.

You can’t go wrong with the timeless
appeal of classic solitaire studs. And with
our gold price looking more like silver, 
it’s the perfect time for a gold rush of 
your own.

Call to order toll-free, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

1-888-201-7077
Promotional Code DAE135-01
Please mention this code when you call.

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. DAE135-01, 
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Now Available at Our Best Price
DiamondAura® 14k Yellow Gold Stud
Earrings (1 ctw) • $149 Now $59 +S&H

DiamondAura® 14k Yellow Gold Stud
Earrings (2 ctw) • $195 Now $89 +S&H

DiamondAura® 14k White Gold Stud
Earrings (1 ctw) • $149 Now $59 +S&H

DiamondAura® 14k White Gold Stud
Earrings (2 ctw) • $195 Now $89 +S&H

A rough economy creates a terrific opportunity. Give her a boost with these stunning 
14k Gold Stud Earrings, now at their lowest price ever! 

Market Shocked: Price of 14k Gold Plunges

COMPARE FOR YOURSELF AT 1 CARAT STUDS

Mined Flawless DiamondAura
Diamond Compares to:

Hardness Cuts Glass Cuts Glass

Cut (58 facets) Brilliant Brilliant 

Color “D” Colorless “D” Colorless

Clarity “IF” Clear

Dispersion/Fire 0.044 0.066

1 ctw studs $5,000+ $59

Smar t  Luxur ies—Surpr i s ing  Pr ices

DiamondAura® studs 
also available in 
14k white gold

“During my many years 
as a jeweler, I have seen 

plenty of precious, 
beautiful gemstones. 
The color and clarity 

of DiamondAura®

easily rivals that of a 
flawless D colored 

diamond ”

— JAMES T. FENT, 
Stauer GIA 

Graduate Gemologist

DAE135-01_7.25x9.625.qxd:Layout 1  5/15/09  10:29 AM  Page 1
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Better singers could have evolved 
on harsh side of the climate tracks 
bird survey links variable environment and elaborate songs 

Near-perfect primate fossil
Forget botox and tummy tucks. a little volcanic ash in Ger-
many kept a 47-million-year-old small primate fossil looking 
pretty darn good. The 95 percent–complete skeleton (shown) 
is the most complete fossil primate ever found, researchers 
report online May 19 in PloS one. Ida, more formally  
Darwinius masillae, had a skeleton that measured 58 centi-
meters (1.9 feet) long. she likely was nocturnal and lived in 
trees of an ancient rain forest. Ida had nails instead of claws, 
short limbs and opposable thumbs. “This really shows us 
what a whole primate was like at this time, when we see the 
first modern primates,” says study coauthor holly smith of the 
University of Michigan in ann arbor. — laura Sanders

By Susan Milius

“You’ve got to suffer if you want to sing 
the blues” may apply to mockingbirds 
too.

In the Mimidae family, which includes 
mockingbirds and thrashers, the species 
with the more elaborate male courtship 
songs tend to be those living in the more 
challenging climates, says Carlos Botero 
of the National Evolutionary Synthesis 
Center in Durham, N.C.

Botero describes virtuoso birdsong as 
precision in repeated ele-
ments, abundant variety in 
tweets and trills, plus dead-
on mimicry of other sounds, 
whether of neighboring bird 
species or car alarms. Mock-
ingbird species that excel in 
such performance tend to 
breed in zones of hard-to-
predict and highly variable 
temperature and precipita-
tion, Botero and his colleagues report 
online May 21 in Current Biology.

Like other songbirds, mockingbirds 
and their relatives have to learn the vital 
singing skills for wooing and warring. If 

climate has something to do with brain 
evolution and learning, as some scientists 
have hypothesized, then bird music may 
reveal the effects, the team proposes.

This proposed link is important, says 
Daniel Sol of the Autonomous Univer-
sity of Barcelona in Spain, because it 
suggests that the evolutionary process 
called sexual selection, in which mating 
choices shape species’ traits, can also 
be affected by climatic variability. That 
influence, he adds, “is key to understand 
the possible impact of climate change on 

biodiversity.”
Botero and his colleagues 

analyzed 98 recordings from 
29 species. At the flashier 
extreme, brown thrashers in 
North America have reper-
toires of more than a thou-
sand syllable types. And then 
there are pearly-eyed thrash-
ers. “I like these guys a lot, 
but they do not shine in their 

vocal versatility,” he says. Their reper-
toires run to 20 kinds of syllables. 

For climate data on the birds’ breed-
ing ranges, Botero and his colleagues 
analyzed temperature and precipitation 

records for roughly 200 years. Tropical 
forests offered more predictable and less 
variable habitats than drier, higher-alti-
tude scrub habitats and deserts.

Botero says he is looking to sexual selec-
tion to explain the findings. Animals get 
pickier in choosing mates in harsh places, 
he says. There, picking a lousy mate can 
have especially bad consequences. Male 
birds in challenging habitats may be 
under extra pressure to prove themselves 
attractive in their courtship serenades.

And when variety in climate is part of 
that challenge, superior learning ability 
and a gift for innovation may prove par-
ticularly attractive. How accomplished a 
bird is in learning to sing might indicate 
superior brain power. In the climate-
song link, “the possibility is that we’re 
seeing sexual selection on measures of 
intelligence,” Botero says.

“The 
possibility 

is that we’re 
seeing sexual 
selection on 
measures of 
intelligence.”

carlos botero

in the news

 Life For recordings of elaborate and simple Mimidae 
singers, visit www.sciencenews.org/Life

The song of the Caribbean pearly-eyed 
thrasher is simple (spectrogram shown) 
compared with closely related species.

Life.indd   8 6/3/09   1:30:45 PM
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IN THE NEWS

Deadly mushroom toxin identified
Synthetic muscle-destroying compound also found in nature

By Rachel Ehrenberg

A toadstool toxin that spurs convulsions, 
nausea, impaired speech and muscle 
stiffness — and has led to several deaths 
in Japan in recent years — has been iso-
lated and identifi ed by a team of scien-
tists. The small molecule is familiar to 
synthetic chemists but had never been 
isolated from a natural source, research-
ers report online May 24 in Nature 
Chemical Biology.

Acute poisoning that leads to a break-
down of skeletal muscle tissue — a syn-
drome known as rhabdomyolysis — is 
not often caused by a mushroom and is 
quite different from the effects of toxins 
produced by the notorious death cap and 
death angel, comments Petteri Nieminen 
of the University of Joensuu in Finland. 

Apes get sweets, 
toolkits in hand
Up to 5 modified sticks used 
by chimps to access honey 

By Bruce Bower

Chimpanzees living in central Africa’s 
dense forests have no access to a hard-
ware store, but that doesn’t stop them 
from assembling their own brand of 
toolkit. These apes use as many as fi ve 
homemade tools in set sequences to 
obtain honey from beehives located in 
fallen tree trunks, at least 20 meters high 
in trees or up to 1 meter underground, 
according to two new studies.

Chimps living in Gabon’s Loango 
National Park modify tree branches to 
make complex tool sets for removing 
honey from the hives of different bee spe-
cies, Christophe Boesch of the Max Planck 
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology 
in Leipzig, Germany, and his colleagues 
report online May 19 in the Journal of 
Human Evolution. 

Near Loango, in a forested region of the 
Congo Basin called the Goualougo Trian-
gle, another group of chimps also makes 
and uses different types of tools to open 
beehives and gather honey, say Crickette 
Sanz, also of the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology, and David 
Morgan of Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago.

Chimps across Africa have developed 
regional tool-using traditions to gather 
honey, Sanz and Morgan propose in the 
June International Journal of Primatol-
ogy. In central African forests, hard-to-
reach hives and competition with nearby 
gorillas have elicited complex forms of 
tool use, the researchers contend. That 
proposal challenges the traditional idea 
that advanced behaviors among human 
ancestors emerged only after they reached 
open savannas. Forest-dwellers could 
have also achieved chimplike advances 
in toolmaking, Sanz and Morgan argue. 

After collecting tools and observ-

ing chimps, Boesch’s team identified 
and named fi ve implements: Pounders 
are thick sticks with rounded ends that 
chimps hammer against hives to cre-
ate an opening. Enlargers are thinner 
sticks used to break apart compartments 
within hives. Chimps then dip or scoop 
honey out with branches with frayed 
ends, called collectors. Strips of bark, 
or swabbers, also spoon honey out of 
opened hives. And to fi nd underground 
hives, Boesch proposes, chimps jab long 
sticks dubbed perforators into the soil.

Sanz and Morgan observed Goualougo 
chimps also using sets of two to fi ve tools 

Researchers have 
identifi ed fi ve tools 
that chimps use in 
sequence to obtain 
honey, including 
enlargers for breaking 
apart hive compart-
ments and collectors 
for scooping honey.

to get honey from tree hives, fallen trees 
and underground hives. Behavior was 
consistent with Boesch’s descriptions. 

Goualougo chimps succeeded in 
extracting honey from beehives on only 
half of observed attempts. Successful 
hive raids yielded anywhere from a few 
drops of honey to several handfuls of 
honeycomb, Sanz and Morgan report.

“Using up to five tools in sequence 
is startlingly complex, even compared 
to the degree of technological savvy we 
know chimpanzees possess,” says Craig 
Stanford of the University of Southern 
California in Los Angeles.

The toxicity of Russula subnigricans, 
the species identifi ed in the new study, 
has barely been looked at, Nieminen 
said. The work “might bring this type 
of poisoning more to the foreground of 
mushroom studies.” 

Led by Kimiko Hashimoto of Kyoto 
Pharmaceutical University and Masaya 
Nakata of Keio University in Yokohama, 
Japan, the research team fi rst isolated the 
toxin, a diffi cult task because the com-
pound tends to bind to other things. Var-
ious spectroscopic analyses established 
the toxin’s structure: a small, 4-carbon 
molecule known as cycloprop-2-ene car-
boxylic acid. 

The team found the mushrooms and 
the isolated compound were lethal to 
mice, bringing about the unusual rhab-
domyolysis when ingested.

Completeness of a 
recently identi� ed primate 
fossil found in Germany

Completeness of 
the famed Lucy 
fossil from Ethiopia

95
percent

40
percent

Collector Enlarger
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Europium shows 
its superpowers 
Rare earth is 53rd element  
to conduct with no resistance

Beryllium-beryllium bond revealed
scientists clarify confusion over puzzling atomic partnership

By Laura Sanders

Under pressure, an old element just 
learned a new trick. When cooled and 
squeezed, the soft metallic element euro-
pium allows electrons to flow unfettered, 
scientists report online May 13 in Physi-
cal Review Letters. Europium is the 53rd 
of the naturally occurring elements found 
to possess superconductivity.

A rare earth metal with a silver color, 
europium is strongly magnetic at every-
day temperature and pressure. Study 

By Rachel Ehrenberg

Beryllium is one of those self-loathing 
elements. Like helium or neon, one atom 
of beryllium should not partner with 
another, basic chemistry rules say. But 
new research, published online May 21 in 
Science, definitively reports the nature of 
the rare beryllium-beryllium bond.

“People envisioned the beryllium 
atom as this sphere like a billiard ball 
that just bounces off another billiard 
ball,” says quantum chemist Rodney 
Bartlett of the University of Florida in 
Gainesville. “They’re happy with the 
electrons the way they are — there’s no 
tendency to form a bond.”

Element 4 on the periodic table, the 
strong, lightweight metal has two elec-
trons in its outer shell, which could hold 
up to eight. So beryllium should happily 
team up with other elements, and it does. 
Beryllium is a component of emeralds and 
bonds with copper, but beryllium should 
be repulsed by another atom of its kind.

coauthor James Schilling of Washing-
ton University in St. Louis suspected 
that europium would superconduct if 
researchers could overcome its magne-
tism, which disrupts a type of electron 
pairing that superconductivity requires. 

Europium’s magnetism stems from 
electrons in its 4f subshell, or orbital. 
Typically, europium atoms have seven 
electrons in this orbital. Schilling and col-
leagues found that under huge pressure, 
one of the electrons jumps out of this 
shell, leaving europium nonmagnetic.

To pop the electron out of its shell, the 
researchers used a device that squeezes 
the metal between two large diamonds, 
and cooled it to about 1.8 kelvins (–271.35º 
Celsius). At pressures about 800,000 times 
the air pressure at sea level, europium lost 
its magnetism. Electrons could flow freely 
through the metal without resistance.

Such extreme conditions preclude 
practical uses for a europium supercon-
ductor, says physicist Jeffrey Lynn of the 
National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology in Gaithersburg, Md.

in the news

 Matter & Energy For longer versions of these and other Matter  
& energy stories, visit www.sciencenews.org

Yet since the 1930s, theorists and exper-
imentalists have reported that sometimes 
beryllium may bond to beryllium. Stud-
ies have yielded wildly divergent results 
about the nature of the hookup. Differ-
ent teams have calculated different bond 
lengths. And there has been debate over 
what forces made the bond possible: Some 
chemists said the Be2 attraction is so weak 
that it shouldn’t be called a bond at all.

“It is a very peculiar molecule,” says 
physical chemist Michael Heaven of 
Emory University in Atlanta, who led the 
new work. Calculations to describe its 
electronic properties “seem like some-
thing you can do with a paper and pencil,” 
he says. “But it turns out to be something 
where you need a supercomputer.”

Heaven and his colleagues forced 
beryllium to bond with itself by blasting 
it with a stream of helium gas. Then the 
researchers zapped the Be2 molecule, a 
dimer, with a laser that bumped an outer 
electron into a highly excited state. With 
a second laser they drove the electron 

back down to its original lower level. 
This descent released energy, produc-
ing a spectrum that revealed the forces 
acting between the atoms.

Scientists first caught beryllium in 
the act of bonding to itself in 1984. But 
the spectra were incomplete and the 
researchers had to extrapolate what was 
really going on between the two atoms.

If you are in a chicken coop and glimpse 
only the feet and tail of a bird, inferring 
that it is a chicken is a solid bet. But in 
beryllium’s case, the equations missed the 
mark, incorrectly predicting the length of 
the bond at particular energies.

Based on the whole bird, the beryllium-
beryllium bond is real, but delicate and 
not fully developed. The electrons of the 
two atoms swirl in a complex dance that 
minimizes repulsion. The new measure-
ments for bond lengths at higher energies 
agree with theory. And for the bond to 
form, the new findings suggest, the elec-
trons actually take advantage of the next 
orbital out, which is typically empty. For 
the electrons to keep their appropriate 
distances, this outer orbital hybridizes 
with the orbital that usually just holds 
beryllium’s two outer electrons.

In a new study, two diamond anvils 
put pressure on europium while a coil 
(shown) detected its superconductivity.
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Figurine raises 
dating issues
scientist claims ivory carving  
is oldest known figurative art

Tracing the inner world of suspicion
Personality, behavioral traits linked to belief in conspiracies 

By Bruce Bower 

Some women have mysterious pasts, 
but a few have mysterious prehistories. 
Archaeologist Nicholas Conard of the 
University of Tübingen in Germany has 
found one such lady. She’s carved out of 
ivory, boasts exaggerated sex-
ual features and fits in the 
palm of his hand.

Conard says the discov-
ery, reported May 14 in 
Nature, demonstrates that 
artistic renditions of the 
human form originated 
in Europe between 
35,000 and 40,000 years 
ago — thousands of years 
before most research-
ers thought, and a time 
so close to initial European 
settlement that newcomers 

By Bruce Bower 

Shortly after terrorist attacks destroyed 
the World Trade Center and mangled the 
Pentagon on September 11, 2001, con-
spiracy theories blossomed about secret 
and malevolent government plots behind 
the tragic events. A report to appear in 
Applied Cognitive Psychology offers a pre-
liminary psychological profile of people 
who believe in 9/11 conspiracies.

A team led by psychologist Viren 
Swami of the University of Westminster 
in London identified several traits asso-
ciated with subscribing to 9/11 conspir-
acy theories, at least among Brits. These 

would have had to rapidly invent such 
advances or import them from Africa.

“This discovery ... is perhaps the ear-
liest example of figurative art world-
wide,” Conard says.

Excavations in southern Germany’s 
Hohle Fels cave in 2008 yielded six frag-
ments of the figurine that have since 
been pieced together, Conard reports. He 
uncovered the specimen amid stone, bone 
and ivory tools characteristic of the Auri-
gnacian period, when modern humans 
first reached Europe. Researchers esti-

mate that the period lasted from about 
40,000 to 29,000 years ago.

Some researchers are 
skeptical, saying that dat-
ing of surrounding mate-

rials supports an earlier 
proposal that figurative art 
emerged in Europe roughly 

32,000 years ago, more than 
5,000 years after modern 
humans reached Europe.

Humans

characteristics consist of backing one or 
more conspiracy theories unrelated to 
9/11, frequently talking about 9/11 con-
spiracy beliefs with like-minded friends 
and others, taking a cynical stance toward 
politics, mistrusting authority, endorsing 
democratic practices, feeling generally 
suspicious toward others and displaying 
an inquisitive, imaginative outlook.

“Often, the proof offered as evidence 
for a conspiracy is not specific to one 
incident or issue, but is used to justify 
a general pattern of conspiracy ideas,” 
Swami says.

His conclusion echoes a 1994 proposal 
by sociologist Ted Goertzel of Rutgers–

Camden in New Jersey. After random 
phone interviews of 348 people, Goertzel 
proposed that a person’s convictions 
about secret plots serves as evidence for 
other conspiracy beliefs.

A belief that the government is cover-
ing up its involvement in the 9/11 attacks 
thus feeds the idea that the government 
is also hiding evidence of extraterrestrial 
contacts or that President Kennedy was 
not killed by a lone gunman.

Goertzel says the new study provides 
an intriguing but partial look at the inner 
workings of conspiracy thinking. Such 
convictions depend on what he calls 
“selective skepticism.” Conspiracy believ-
ers are doubtful about information from 
the government or other sources they 
consider suspect. But, without criticism, 
believers accept any source that supports 
their preconceived views, he says.

“Arguments advanced by conspiracy 
theorists tell you more about the believer 
than about the event,” Goertzel says.

Swami’s finding that 9/11 conspiracy 
believers frequently spoke with like-
minded individuals supports the notion 
that “conspiracy thinkers constitute a 
community of believers,” remarks histo-
rian Robert Goldberg of the University of 
Utah in Salt Lake City. Conspiracy think-
ers share an optimistic conviction that 
they can find “the truth,” spread it to the 
masses and foster social change, he says.

Over the past 50 years, researchers and 
observers of social dynamics have traced 
beliefs in conspiracy theories to feelings 
of powerlessness, attempts to bolster self-
esteem and diminished faith in govern-
ment. Some conspiracy beliefs — such as 
the conviction among some blacks that 
the U.S. government concocted HIV/
AIDS as a genocidal plot — gain strength 
from actual events, such as the Tuskegee 
experiments in which black men with 
syphilis were denied treatment.

Swami and colleagues administered 
questionnaires to 257 British adults 
from a variety of ethnic, religious and 
social backgrounds representative of the 
British population.

An ivory figurine of a 
woman with exaggerated 
sexual features may date to 
at least 35,000 years ago.

for longer versions of these and other Humans 
stories, visit www.sciencenews.org
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Genetic analysis of swine flu virus
finds new mixture of diverse parts
H1N1 may be amenable to future vaccine development 

By Tina Hesman Saey

The H1N1 swine fl u combines old viruses 
in a new mix.

A detailed genetic analysis, published 
online May 22 in Science, pinpoints the 
origins of each of the virus’s components. 
Many have been circulating 
in human and swine popu-
lations for years, but the 
new H1N1 virus combines 
the bits and pieces in a way 
never before seen. The analy-
sis suggests that current vac-
cines probably won’t provide 
protection from the virus, but that it is 
susceptible to some antiviral drugs and 
will be amenable to new vaccine devel-
opment. 

A study of the virus’s neuraminidase 
protein (the N in H1N1), published May 20
in Biology Direct, also shows that the 
virus is sensitive to some drugs but that 
parts of the protein important for vaccine 
development and antibody therapies are 
already changing.

Pigs are the likely origin of the virus, 
says Nancy Cox, chief of the influ-
enza division at the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention in Atlanta 
and a coauthor of the paper in Science. 
But it is still unclear whether the virus 
jumped directly from pigs to humans 

or infected an intermediate host first.
CDC has sent candidate virus strains 

for vaccine development to several U.S. 
manufacturers, says Anne Schuchat, 
CDC’s interim deputy director for the sci-
ence and public health program. Though 
the number of new cases in the United 

States is falling, Schuchat 
says, the virus is still active in 
pockets of the country. “We 
don’t want people to think 
we’re out of the woods yet,” 
she says. “It could come back 
in the fall in the worst way.”

Genetic analysis of the 
H1N1 virus reveals that three of its genes, 
including the hemagglutinin gene (the H 
in H1N1), originally came from the 1918 
Spanish infl uenza virus and have been 
present in pigs ever since. The genes have 
not changed much, probably because pigs 
do not live long enough to get reinfected 
with the same virus, Cox says. 

Now that the H1N1 swine fl u virus has 
entered humans, researchers expect it 
to mutate at the same rate as currently 
circulating seasonal infl uenzas.

The new virus does not contain the 
genetic changes thought to have helped 
the 1918 fl u virus and the H5N1 avian fl u 
virus adapt to humans, the researchers 
report. That means that other genetic 
components of the new virus must be 

responsible for its ability to pass from 
person to person. Both studies fi nd that 
the closest relative of H1N1’s neuramin-
idase gene is from a Eurasian swine fl u 
virus that probably leaped from birds to 
pigs in about 1979.

The new virus has a different amino acid 
from both the H5N1 virus and the 1918 
Spanish fl u (also an H1N1 virus) in 21 of 
387 investigated positions on the protein, 
researchers from Singapore’s Agency for 
Science, Technology and Research report 
in the study in Biology Direct. Viruses iso-
lated from patients during the fi rst two 
weeks of the current outbreak already 
have changes on the outer surface of the 
neuraminidase protein that could inter-
fere with antibodies against the virus or 
alter the effectiveness of future vaccines. 
But none of the changes have altered the 
parts of the protein targeted by antiviral 
drugs, such as Tamifl u or Relenza.

“We don’t 
want people 
to think we’re 

out of the 
woods yet.”

ANNE SCHUCHAT

Genes & Cells

~1998

~1918

~1979

~1998~1968 Triple reassortant

Classical swine

Eurasian swine

PB2, PA

PB1

HA, NP, NS

NA, M

PB2
PB1
PA
HA
NP
NA
M
NS

Polymerase basic 2
Polymerase basic 1

Polymerase acidic
Hemagglutinin
Nucleoprotein

Neuraminidase
Matrix protein

Nonstructural protein

Gene Segment Host and Year of Introduction Flu TypeSwine fl u’s mix
The H1N1 swine � u virus combines bits of 
different in� uenza viruses that have been 
circulating for a long time. Chart shows 
gene segments and their origins. 

Flu protein in 3-D
This image shows H1N1 swine � u’s neuramin-
idase protein. Yellow depicts regions where 
the new virus differs from H5N1 avian � u and 
1918 H1N1 Spanish � u. Red depicts muta-
tions that occurred in the � rst few weeks of 
the 2009 outbreak. Green shows the antiviral 
drug zanamivir bound to the protein.

For longer versions of these and other Genes 
& Cells stories, visit www.sciencenews.org
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Primates carry 
and pass along  
a foreign gene 
Marmosets produce glowing 
protein in all tested tissues

Fruit flies can’t fall or stay asleep
Strain bred to help track genetic factors leading to insomnia 

By Tina Hesman Saey 

Four little marmosets glowing green 
could be heralds of a new species for 
modeling human diseases.

Erika Sasaki of the Central Institute 
for Experimental Animals in Kanagawa, 
Japan, and her colleagues engineered the 
marmosets to make green fluorescent 
protein in all the cells of their bodies, 
including eggs and sperm. The marmosets 
are the first transgenic primates — mean-
ing they carry and fully express a foreign 
gene. Some of the animals were able to 
pass the gene to offspring, the research-
ers report in the May 28 Nature.

“It’s a great achievement,” says 
Shoukhrat Mitalipov, a developmental 
biologist at the Oregon National Primate 
Research Center in Beaverton. Other 
scientists have introduced foreign genes 
in other primate species, but the genes 
were found in only some tissues of the 

By Tina Hesman Saey 

A new strain of fruit flies bred to have 
trouble getting shut-eye may open 
researchers’ eyes to the genetic causes 
of insomnia.

Paul Shaw of Washington University 
in St. Louis and his colleagues bred 60 
generations of Drosophila melanogaster, 
selecting for flies that slept the shortest 
amount of time. The result was a strain 
with many of the characteristics and 
complications of insomnia in people, 

body or in some cases did not result in 
any protein production, he says.

The new work marks the first time sci-
entists have successfully introduced a for-
eign gene into all of a primate’s cells, and 
the first time the protein the gene encodes 
has been produced in all the tested body 
tissues in a primate. More importantly, 
the marmosets are the first primates to 
pass the gene to the next generation.

The ability to breed transgenic pri-
mates means doing expensive and diffi-
cult genetic engineering only once, then 
using conventional breeding to make 
large numbers of the animals. Transgenic 
marmosets can be used to study diseases 
and disorders that affect higher brain 
structures, Mitalipov says.

the team reports in the June 3 Journal 
of Neuroscience. 

There is a fine line between chronic 
insomnia and sleep deprivation, says 
Thomas Roth of the Henry Ford Hospi-
tal in Detroit. Insomniacs lack the ability 
to fall asleep and sleep well (though Shaw 
and his colleagues think such people may 
be protected from the full negative effects 
of sleeplessness). Sleep-deprived people, 
in contrast, may stay up too late, not get-
ting the sleep they need to function prop-
erly. Most attempts to mimic insomnia in 

Of people in the United 
States report having 
insomnia occasionally

Of people in the United States take 
some form of medication at least 
once a year to help them sleep

48
percent

25
percent
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Four marmosets (one shown) were engi-
neered to produce a glowing protein in 
their cells (inset of paws under UV light).

animals fail to match some hallmarks of 
the disorder in humans, especially hyper-
sensitivity to light and other stresses. 

“Was I ready to blow this paper off 
before I read it? Yeah. I thought it was just 
another guy doing sleep deprivation and 
calling it insomnia,” Roth says. But the 
fruit flies “aren’t just short sleepers.”

The insomniac flies do sleep very lit-
tle — only an hour a day, compared with 
about 12 hours a day for normal flies. But 
like humans with insomnia, the insom-
niac flies have trouble falling asleep and 
staying asleep, managing to stay asleep 
for only about half an hour at a time. 
And they are also very sensitive to dis-
turbances, taking more than an hour to 
fall back asleep after one.

The activity of 1,350 genes is different 
between the insomniac flies and normal 
flies, the researchers show. The affected 
genes are involved in metabolism, neuron 
activity, stimulus perception, locomotion 
and information transmission within and 
between cells. The researchers have not 
yet traced the genetic changes responsi-
ble for insomnia in the flies. “It’s undoubt-
edly not one gene,” Shaw says. He expects 
10 or more genes to be involved. 

The insomniac fruit flies lose more 
sleep than their human counterparts, 
who generally sleep six or seven hours 
a night rather than eight. Lack of sleep 
causes many problems for the flies, Shaw 
says. The flies “fall over a lot…. They are 
fat. They can’t learn — no short-term 
memory.” The flies also have shorter-
than-normal life spans.

Obesity, memory problems and short-
ened life spans aren’t generally associ-
ated with chronic insomnia in people, 
Roth contends, but have been tied to 
sleep deprivation. The fruit flies may be 
a hybrid, having insomnia and sleeping 
so little that side effects of sleep depriva-
tion are also apparent.

Despite the differences, says Michael 
Perlis of the University of Pennsylvania 
in Philadelphia, the flies’ inability to fall 
asleep and stay asleep makes them a 
model of insomnia. 
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Unprecedented organic meteorite
Study finds high levels of a possible precursor to early life

with solvents, Hilts and his colleagues 
increased the pH of the resulting solution 
and converted the organic chemicals into 
salts. This process minimized evapora-
tion of volatile components. After evapo-
rating the solvent, the team converted the 
salts to their original form to isolate the 
chemicals. Analyses revealed a number of 
organic chemicals, including formic acid, 
acetic acid and capric acid, Hilts said. 

Formic acid concentrations average 
about 200 parts per million by weight, 
about four times the levels found in the 
previous record-holder. The ratio of deu-
terium to hydrogen in the formic acid, a 
key precursor to the chemicals that make 
up cell membranes, indicates that the acid 
had an extraterrestrial origin. 

The new technique will allow scien-
tists to more fully account for all of the 
organic substances in a meteorite, says 
Conel Alexander of the Carnegie Institu-
tion for Science in Washington, D.C.

By Sid Perkins

New analyses of a meteorite that fell on 
Tagish Lake in Canada nearly a decade 
ago suggest that such extraterrestrial 
bodies may hold much higher concentra-
tions of formic acid, a chemical precur-
sor to life, than previously recognized.

Many simple organic chemicals have 
been detected in clouds of dust and gas 
in interstellar space (SN: 5/1/04, p. 280). 
But scientists have typically found little if 
any formic acid in meteorites that formed 
within clouds similar to those that even-
tually coalesced into the solar system. 
Robert Hilts of Grant MacEwan College 
in Edmonton, Canada, said the appar-
ent lack is probably because the chemical 
evaporates easily at temperatures found 

at Earth’s surface. Using a technique 
designed to squelch the evaporation of 
formic acid during chemical analyses, 
he and his colleagues have now detected 
substantial concentrations of the volatile 
chemical in a meteorite — the highest ever 
reported, Hilts announced May 24.

Many pieces of the Tagish Lake mete-
orite landed on the frozen surface of its 
namesake in January 2000 (SN: 5/19/01, 
p. 317). What makes this meteorite spe-
cial is that several pieces have never been 
exposed to temperatures above freezing. 

Bulk analyses of the fragments reveal 
that the material is about 6 percent car-
bon, a record-high content for meteorites, 
said Hilts. Slightly less than half of that 
carbon is locked in organic chemicals. 

After extracting those chemicals 

in the news | AmericAn geoPhySicAl Union 2009 joint ASSemBly, toronto, mAy 24–27
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meeting noteS

Phytoliths as climate clues
Tiny silica structures that form in the 
leaves and wood of many plants can 
yield information about the tempera-
ture in which the plants grew, a new 
study suggests.

Phytoliths are minuscule, often dis-
tinctly shaped crystals of silica that 
form in vegetation as a plant grows. 
And they’re long-lasting: Paleontolo-
gists have used phytoliths trapped 
in fossils to infer the diet of some 
dinosaurs (SN: 10/20/01, p. 248). 
Now, scientists might be able to use 
phytoliths from long-decomposed 
plants unearthed from soil as paleo-
thermometers, Zhenzhen Huang of 
the University of Western Ontario in 
London, Canada, reported May 26.

Huang and her colleagues grew 
cattails and horsetails, types of 
marsh plants, at different tempera-
tures in climate-controlled chambers. 
As data from previous field tests had 

hinted, the ratio of oxygen-16 and  
oxygen-18 isotopes in the plant- 
produced silica varied according to  
the temperature, Huang said. 

Previous studies have shown that 
phytoliths from fallen and decom-
posed vegetation can persist in soil 
for up to 300,000 years. So, Huang 
speculates, oxygen-isotope data 
from phytoliths — if combined with 
the results of carbon-dating organic 
material from the same soil sam-
ple — could provide data about Earth’s 
climate during the last three ice ages 
and interglacial periods. — Sid Perkins

Bricks, mortar and magnetism 
Studies of bricks and mortar from 
French buildings constructed during the 
ninth and 10th centuries are providing 
information about Earth’s magnetic 
field at the time, Annick Chauvin of the 
University of Rennes 1 in France and 
her colleagues reported May 25.

The researchers analyzed samples 

of materials used in the construction of 
a medieval castle and several churches 
in west-central France to better deter-
mine when they were built. Ages for the 
structures were obtained by carbon-
dating bits of charcoal in the mortar 
holding bricks together. 

Then the researchers studied the 
bricks, which retain a record of the 
strength of Earth’s magnetic field at 
the time of formation. Analyses of the 
bricks, combined with dating from the 
mortar, suggest that the strength of 
Earth’s magnetic field in west-central 
France during medieval times peaked 
at 70 microtesla in 840, Chauvin 
reported. Today, magnetic field strength 
in the area is about 48 microtesla.

Scientists have only a handful of 
such measurements from medieval 
France, and archaeologists can use 
the data, along with other clues, 
to estimate the age of artifacts 
unearthed elsewhere in the region (SN: 
12/22&29/07, p. 392). — Sid Perkins
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You never have to set this watch…
in fact you never even have to look at it.
This new Talking Atomic Watch is the ultimate in simplicity, accuracy, and practicality. 
It’s accurate to within a billionth of a second… and it talks!

Ijust threw my watch in the trash. I got it as a
gift a while back—and it was something else.

It had four different digital displays, about a
dozen buttons, was waterproof to about a 
thousand feet, and I think it could even tell me 
the weather. I’ll never know, though, because,
like I said, it’s in the trash. Turns out it couldn’t 
do the one thing I want a watch to do … tell me
the correct time. It always ran a little slow, which
was bad enough, but there were so many 
displays and they were so small that I couldn’t
tell the time even if it was accurate. When I tried
to reset it, I pushed the wrong button and set it 
on military time, and I couldn’t figure out how to
switch it back. That was the last straw. Now, I’ve
got a great watch. It’s super-accurate, easy-to-
read, and it will even tell … yes tell … me the
time. Best of all, I’ll never have to set it! This 
is the watch I’ve been waiting for. 

Whether you travel or not… 
this watch is a necessity.
This Talking Atomic Watch from firstSTREET 
maintains its phenomenal accuracy because it is 
designed to receive a signal from the US Atomic
Clock in Fort Collins, Colorado. This clock is the 
standard for time measurement worldwide… it 
can go 20 million years without gaining or losing 
a second! It never needs to be set, because it 
automatically adjusts itself for daylight savings 
time and leap years.

Easy to read, even easier to hear.
The most accurate watch in the world is of no use 
if you can’t read it. This timepiece is designed to tell
you the correct time… anytime. It features a clear, 
uncluttered analog display that you won’t need 
reading glasses to see. Best of all, you can press a
button and it will tell you the time in a clear, easy-to-
understand voice. So whether you’re driving to an 
appointment or dining in a candle-lit restaurant … 
you are sure to know the exact time. Press the button
again and it will even tell you the day and date if you
want. There’s even an automatic hourly chime.

Try it for yourself… it’s risk-free.
The US Atomic Clock cost billions to build and 
maintain, but you can have the next best thing for 
less than one hundred dollars. Thanks to a special
arrangement with the manufacturer, we can offer 
you this watch at a special price with our exclusive
home trial. Call now, and we’ll give you a $10 
INSTANT DISCOUNT and FREE SHIPPING. If 
you are not completely amazed by the accuracy 
and quality of this product, simply return it within 
90 days for a full “No Questions Asked” refund.  
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Thursday, 
June 18th, 
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Talking Atomic Watch   $99.95   $89.95*
*After $10 Instant Rebate Call now for free shipping.

1-877-670-0744
Please mention code 38224 when ordering.
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 I
n a somewhat different world, 
Consuelo M. De Moraes would be 
revolutionizing vampire fiction. 

Her lab at Penn State University 
studies predators that entangle 

prey in a tight embrace, pierce victims’ 
tissue and suck out nourishment. In the 
last few years, De Moraes and her col-
leagues have found that the predators 
even hunt down prey by scent.

Creepy as her predator, Cuscuta  
pentagona, is, it is also, frankly, a plant. 
Better known as five-angled dodder, its 
orange tentacles bypass the porcelain 
throats of young women in favor of the 
slim stems of young tomato plants. De 
Moraes and other researchers are show-
ing that plants behave and misbehave as 
dramatically as animals. But there’s still 
not much hope for a feature-length dod-
der movie.

“I think most people regard plants as 
being pretty unresponsive and stuck in 
one place,” laments ecologist Richard 
Karban of the University of California, 
Davis. “Now, animals, they’re interest-
ing because they can change and act in 
response to their environment.”

It’s a dichotomy Karban doesn’t 
accept for one second. When he and 
an animal behaviorist recently super-
vised a grad student, he remembers, “I 
would constantly want to say, ‘Oh yeah! 
Yeah! Plants do that too!’ ” Recent find-
ings on plant capacities, he declares in 
a 2008 paper in Ecology Letters, reveal 
“high levels of sophistication previously 
thought to be within the sole domain of 
animal behavior.” 

Even plants less vampirish than  
Cuscuta vines forage strategically for 
their food, and there’s evidence that 
plants fight each other over resources. 
In a broad sense of the word, plants com-
municate — some essentially scream for 
help. Also, a plant can respond to stim-

feature | no brAiner behAvior

behaviorno brainer Messages, memory, maybe even intelligence — botanists wrangle 
over how far plants can go By Susan Milius

uli depending on its history of previous 
experiences, a tendency Karban is will-
ing to call a sign of memory.

Karban stops there, but other plant 
scientists go much further in borrowing 
animal terminology. In May, researchers 
gathered in Florence, Italy, for their fifth 
annual meeting on “plant neurobiology,” 
and some of these green neuroscientists 
talk about searching for a plant “brain.” 
The June issue of Plant, Cell & Environ-
ment, devoted to plant behavior, even 
begins with a paper that uses the term 
“plant intelligence.”

Expanding the language for describing 
plants to include at least some “behavior” 
words could expand ideas for research,  
Karban contends. Plant researchers 
might do well to borrow analytic tech-
niques from animal scientists, he adds. 
Finally, everyone may discover just how 
exciting it can be to watch grass grow.

Movement in animal time 
One of the first questions posed to 

believers in plant behavior is, “How can 
plants behave if they can’t move?”

Part one of plant behaviorists’ almost 
universal answer: Plants do move.

Time-lapse photography of growing 
shoots reveals spooky, circular sweeps 
called nutation. The circular motion 
arises because a shoot does not neces-
sarily grow evenly, with cells on one side 
elongating as fast as cells on the other. 
Growth rate varies on different sides. 
Over hours or days, the growing tip 
moves like a turning searchlight.

And as plant scientists relish pointing 
out, some plants do move in animal time, 
especially those that hunt animals for 
food. When it lands inside the open jaws 
of a Venus flytrap, a fly may jog trigger 
hairs. An electrical signal zaps through 
the plant tissue and the two sides of the 
trap can close like a book in less than a 

Plants move. Time-lapse photography 
reveals the circular sweep of a Lonicera 
japonica vine during two hours of growth. 
But an evolving definition of plant 
behavior doesn’t even require motion. 
Plants can behave while staying still. 

second. And a water flea that bumbles 
into a little cup of a bladderwort like-
wise confronts the peril of touch-sen-
sitive triggers. A trapdoor opens within 
30 milliseconds, and the flea whooshes 
down into a digestive chamber. 

No insects are harmed when white 
mulberry trees bloom, but the Morus 
alba flowers open with a quick puff of 
yellow pollen. In a lab setup, a team of 
aerosol specialists at Caltech found the 
mulberry flower’s parts moving at speeds 
exceeding Mach 0.5. Pollen flinging could 
thus be the fastest biological movement 
yet observed, the team reported in 2006, 
and team member James House says he’s 
not aware of any challenges since.

But while plants trap and snap with 
boastable speeds, the second theme of a 
typical plant scientist’s comments about 
motion is that it doesn’t really matter in 
defining behavior. 

Motion seems an unfortunately strict 
requirement, even for animal behavior, 
says Jonathan Silvertown of the Open 
University in Milton Keynes, England. 
He studies plant communities, and in 
1989 worked with animal behaviorist 
Deborah Gordon, now at Stanford Uni-
versity, to outline a framework for defin-
ing plant behavior. A hedgehog playing 
dead is certainly behaving, they wrote.

Still behavior 
“Behavior,” they proposed, applies to 

“what a plant or animal does, in the 
course of an individual’s lifetime, in 
response to some event or change in its 
environment.” This concept does not 
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feature | no Brainer Behavior

knapweed don’t seem bothered by cat-
echin seeps, but some North American 
species can’t cope. A handy dietary aid 
has turned into an invader’s chemical 
weapon.

It’s root versus root, and research, 
including a 2006 Planta paper, suggests 
that some native species fight back, 
chemically of course. A lupine and a  
blanketflower can still grow when knap-
weed erupts in the neighborhood. Expose 
the two species to catechin and their 
roots exude extra oxalate, four times 
the normal level for the blanketflower 
and 40 times normal for the lupine. The 
oxalate may defang the catechin, with 
protection extending beyond the blan-
ketflower and lupines to other native 
species growing near enough.

Volatile messages
It’s not neighboring plants but insects 

that come to the rescue when a plant 
cries for help. Karban, in his 2008 paper, 
argued that these behaviors amount to a 
plant version of communication.

When mites or caterpillars bite into 
leaves or stems, the attacked plant 
releases volatile compounds. It’s not 
just that sap dribbling from an open 
wound happens to have a scent. In corn, 
for example, insects boring into the stem 
prompt leaves to release complex blends 
of volatile chemicals. 

include intent, the team wrote, and 
Karban concurs. “Even in people, deter-
mining intent is very difficult,” he says.

This motion-free, intent-free defini-
tion allows the concept of behavior to 
embrace an activity in which plants 
excel: releasing chemical bursts, says 
plant community ecologist Kerry Metlen 
of the University of Montana in Mis-
soula. Plants secrete secondary metab-
olites, chemicals that go beyond the 
basics of metabolism. These substances 
can prospect for food, wage war and call 
for reinforcements, all the while gossip-
ing in chemical detail. “Plants are prodi-
gious chemists,” Metlen says.

These chemical doings also show two 
other qualities that Metlen requires for 
plants behaving. A behavior should start 
relatively fast and it should be reversible, 
he and his colleagues contend in the 
June Plant, Cell & Environment. 

Fighting tooth and chemical
Consider foraging, Metlen says. Iconic 

scenes of animal behavior star cheetahs 
streaking toward an antelope lunch. 
Underfoot, it turns out, the plants are 
hunting too, just by different means.

In a very basic sense, plants hunt by 
sending out roots. Decades of research 
have established that plants are strate-
gic, allotting root growth to the promising 
patches and skimping on dead zones. 

Plants also have their version of 
the cheetah pounce, but it’s chemi-
cal. Metlen’s favorite example, he says, 
comes from a study of fava beans by 
Long Li at China Agricultural University 
in Beijing and a network of colleagues. 
Like other plants, the beans need phos-
phorus. When researchers put the plants 
in phosphorus-poor agar gel, the beans 
took “action.” They acidified the mate-
rial around their roots, causing malate 
and citrate concentrations in the agar 
to increase in such quantities that the 
gel’s pH dropped by about two units 
within six hours. Driving down soil pH 
increases plants’ phosphorus uptake, so 
chemically those bean roots were chas-
ing and grabbing the food they needed.

One plant Metlen is studying now, 
spotted knapweed, adds a root-war twist 
to the chemical-pounce scenario. Back 
in its native Eurasian range, Centaurea 
maculosa grows here and there as an 
occasional member of mixed-plant com-
munities. Its roots exude a substance 
called catechin, which makes phospho-
rus more available in certain soils. 

Spotted knapweed has moved to North 
America. Where it once had an occa-
sional presence, it is now a land grab-
ber. Knapweed blankets entire slopes 
and pushes out native vegetation. One 
of the secrets for its new success may 
be the catechin. European neighbors of 

Exposed to a secretion from an invasive knapweed, the 
root of a blanketflower within an hour responds with its 
own secretion (right, shown as gel acidifies and turns  
yellow). At left is an unexposed root.

The delicate-looking swollen bladderwort, Utricularia 
inflata, can kick into action quickly. An unsuspecting bug 
that finds its way to one of the underwater plant’s traps 
(shown above) will be sucked in through a trapdoor.

Fast eater Root warrior
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now working on a book on “plant behav-
ior and intelligence.” 

In a similar vein, other plant scientists 
argue for what they call “plant neurobi-
ology.” In a 2006 manifesto introducing 
the field to readers of Trends in Plant 
Science, Eric Brenner of the New York 
Botanical Garden and five colleagues 
describe their aim as understanding 
“how plants process the information 
they obtain from their environment.” 
They write that, almost a century ago, 
researchers reported electrical activity 
in plant tissues as part of the early explo-
rations of electrophysiology in all living 
things. Also, the major neurotransmit-
ters in animal nervous systems, includ-
ing acetylcholine, serotonin, GABA and 
glutamate, occur naturally in plants. 

Figuring out what all of this means for 
plants is drawing researchers’ attention. 
“The most important thing is that we’re 
missing something,” Brenner says.

Applying neurobiology terms to plants 
has sparked debate aplenty. “I see no 
reason why one can’t simply talk about 
signal transduction in plants,” objects 
David G. Robinson of the University of 
Heidelberg in Germany. 

He also argues that even simple ani-
mals can be trained to respond to a 
stimulus, so he challenges plant neu-
robiologists to train a plant, perhaps to 
bend toward yellow light or to avoid blue. 
“My guess is that neither experiment 
would work,” he says. His final take on 
plant neurobiology: “Absolute rubbish, 
rubbish!”

Plant neurobiology isn’t yet attract-
ing many enthusiasts, says Michael J. 
Hutchings of the University of Sussex 
in Brighton, England, who adds that he 
is not a fan. But he says a wide range of 
plant biologists do think of their subjects 
as having some capacity to behave.

Failing to use “behavior” language 
feeds a notion of “plants as really boring,” 
as Hutchings puts it. For bringing a more 
dynamic vision of plants into research and 
teaching, he says, “It’s about time.” s 

Explore more
Plant Behaviour special issue.  s plant, 
Cell & environment. June 2009.

Blends include a lot of information. 
Some plants enduring the indignity of 
a researcher snipping their leaves will 
release volatiles, but not of quite the 
same aroma as when caterpillars bite. 

Some of the insects that prey on other 
insects react to these volatiles, swarm-
ing to the attacked plant to dine on the 
attackers. Research has found that cer-
tain of these ambulance-chasing preda-
tors respond selectively, flying toward 
the aromatic news of pests they prefer to 
eat while ignoring aromas from attacks 
by species they don’t fancy. For exam-
ple, a little wasp that can only manage 
to inject its eggs into young caterpillars 
reacts to volatiles of plants under the 
attack of such tender youngsters. But 
the wasp doesn’t respond to volatiles 
from infestations inflicted by older cat-
erpillars.

Neighboring plants can eavesdrop 
on the volatile signals too, and some 
respond by priming their own defenses. 

Karban is willing to use the term 
“communication” for these chemical 
outbursts. He acknowledges, however, 
that strict definitions of communication 
demand that both the cue-emitter and the 
receiver benefit from the exchange. Plant 
volatiles that bring insect rescue may fit 
even this tougher definition, he says.

Remember me? 
Warfare, chemical or otherwise, 

changes surviving plants much as it might 
animal survivors, according to research 
on the phenomenon of priming.

A poplar leaf once scarred by insect 
attack kicks its defense genes into high 
gear faster during the next attack than a 
naive leaf does, says De Moraes. “Memory 
comes with so much baggage,” she says, 
so she uses the term priming or prepared-
ness. Karban, among other researchers, 
does compare this effect of past experi-
ence in plants to memory in animals.

And De Moraes’ work shows that 
even a rumor of war can create a state 
of preparedness in a naive leaf. The way 
poplars’ internal plumbing system is 
structured means that a leaf does not 
have a direct connection to its immedi-
ate neighbor. When De Moraes experi-

mentally “attacks” leaf number one, 
volatiles waft to near neighbors, and 
those volatiles can constitute gossip 
about the nature of the attacker. Should 
she challenge those neighbors later with 
their own crisis, they rev up their defense 
genes faster than does a leaf prevented 
from receiving the informative volatiles. 
Biochemical gossip has its value.

That warnings waft over a plant’s own 
leaves may help explain how the volatile 
cues evolved, De Moraes says. Biochemi-
cal messages benefit the gossiping plant 
itself, rather than just its neighbors. 

Neighboring plants may be listening 
in, but perhaps the wounded plant is 
getting big benefits just from talking to 
itself, De Moraes says. And plants may 
be able to distinguish self from nonself, 
according to Karban’s current research 
effort. He is  finding evidence that a sage-
brush plant shows signs of distinguish-
ing its own airborne signals from those 
of other sagebrushes. A sagebrush plant 
that sniffed volatiles from wounded 
neighbors that are genetically identical 
to it was more resistant to attack than 
were sagebrush plants exposed to vola-
tiles from genetically different plants, 
he and a colleague report in the June  
Ecology Letters. That plants have some 
powers of self-recognition opens a new 
arena of comparisons with animals.

Green neuroscience 
De Moraes, Metlen and Karban 

borrow animal terms moderately, 
but other plant scientists go much 
further. Anthony Trewavas of the  
University of Edinburgh freely uses the 
phrase “plant intelligence.”

For defining intelligence, he says that 
“a capacity for problem solving is the 
best descriptor that I have come across, 
and problem solving is something all 
organisms have to do.”

Botanists have already borrowed 
plenty of other originally human terms, 
such as arms races, foraging, cross talk 
and vascular system, even though the 
plant versions rely on mechanisms that 
are different from the human ones. 
People comfortably say computers have 
memory and can even learn. Trewavas is 

feature | no Brainer Behavior
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 F resh-faced researchers swarm around  
Deborah Lucas, buzzing with enthusiasm and 
frustration. They have gathered to appraise 
terrarium-style models of a local pond eco-

system that groups of two or three have painstakingly 
assembled in large jars. Lucas leads a discussion that 
includes how to determine the causes of unantici-
pated die-offs of plants and animals in some jars, what 
hypotheses to test in sustainable models, the useful-
ness of quantitative measures of plant growth devised 
by some teams, and the extent to which each model 
corresponds to an actual pond ecosystem.

Despite having launched ambitious projects, none 
of the assembled investigators will publish research 
papers or present posters at scientific meetings. Cut 
them some slack — they’re sixth-graders. Deborah 
Lucas is their teacher.

These 11- and 12-year-olds are getting anything but 
a typical grade school science education. And that 
suits them just fine. Lucas’ class vividly illustrates how 
research exploring links between everyday thinking 
and scientific reasoning is inspiring novel efforts to 
teach young people how to think like scientists.

From this perspective, kids don’t truly grasp how 
science works by carrying out prefabricated science 
experiments that come packaged in kits, a common 
practice in U.S. science classes. It’s certainly impor-
tant to learn scientific formulas and principles by 
heart. But a deeper mode of learning depends on kids 
getting their hands dirty and their minds engaged in 
original research projects. General reasoning skills, 
such as switching one’s point of view, and science- 
specific strategies, such as testing a hypothesis about 
one variable by holding other variables constant, blos-
som together in this atmosphere.

“Scientific reasoning skills lie on a continuum 
with mundane abilities, including making analo-
gies, reasoning visually and mentally simulating 
an unseen process,” says cognitive scientist Nancy 
Nersessian of the Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta. Nersessian studies how teams of scientists 
achieve technical advances and theoretical insights 
in disciplines such as engineering and neuroscience.

Make no mistake, original research isn’t easy —  
ask any scientist. But it’s not boring, either. Neither 
ecological disasters nor dead-end hypotheses can 

feature | think like a scientist
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Thinklikeascien tist A class of curious sixth-graders arguing over moist, mucky jars 
may represent the future of science education  By Bruce Bower

deter sixth-graders who have a personal stake in a 
science project.

Lucas, a public school teacher and education 
researcher at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, 
collaborates with Vanderbilt psychologists Richard 
Lehrer and Leona Schauble. The three study ways to 
teach young students how to reason about science 
and mathematics by constructing models of real-
world physical and biological systems. Lucas and 
her colleagues also train teachers in this approach 
to science education.

“When kids have a hand in inventing scientific prac-
tice, they get more knowledge out of the classroom 
experience,” Lehrer says.

Process servers
A 2007 National Academy of Sciences report 

echoed that point. It called for innovative methods 
to teach children about the process of science, as well 
as its content. Current educational approaches have 
yielded depressingly poor scores for U.S. students on 
international assessments of science knowledge. 

A report in the Jan. 30 Science upped the urgency 
of the NAS recommendation to focus on process. It 
found that although Chinese college freshmen knew 
substantially more about physics laws and principles 
than their U.S. peers, both groups performed poorly 
on a test of scientific reasoning skills.

Even rigorous science education as practiced in 
China gets lost in details, according to physicist Lei 
Bao of Ohio State University in Columbus and his col-
leagues. Like their U.S. counterparts, most Chinese 
students entering college can’t generate compelling 
research ideas, devise appropriate experiments, eval-
uate evidence in light of prior hypotheses and argue 
collaboratively about how to revise investigations, 
Bao’s team concluded.

Scientific reasoning skills don’t come easy 
under the best of circumstances. A one-of-a-kind, 
20-year study of 132 German students — all of 
whom received a more thorough science educa-

Students from Rose Park Middle School examine 
pond samples as part of a project to provide a 
deeper understanding of the scientific process. 
Teacher Deborah Lucas wields a net in background.
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design the class to present challenges that  
students have to master themselves.”

Variable instruction
It’s wonderful but often not possible 

for children to participate in extended 
school science projects run by experi-
enced teachers such as Lucas, remarks 
psychologist David Klahr of Carnegie 
Mellon University in Pittsburgh. In many 
school settings with limited resources, 
students need direct instruction to 
grasp the inner workings of science, in 
his view. “It took hundreds of years for 
great thinkers to develop a procedure 
for designing informative experiments, 
so why expect kids to come up with it on 
their own?” Klahr asks.

In the October-December Cognitive 
Development — which also contains 
a paper by Lehrer and his colleagues 
describing their work with sixth-
graders — Klahr and Carnegie Mellon  
psychologist Mari Strand-Cary report 
that a majority of elementary school 
students learned how to use the con-
trol-of-variables strategy in a class-
room experiment if a teacher also gave 
them advice and examples on how to 
set up a controlled experiment. Only a 
small minority of their peers achieved 
the same insight when conducting the 
experiment without such advice.

Strand-Cary and Klahr provided 72 
third-, fourth- and fifth-graders with 
two wooden ramps, each connected to 
an extended flat pathway. Children could 
adjust ramp angles to high or low, ramp 
surfaces to rough or smooth, and ramp 
lengths to long or short. They could also 
choose a rubber ball or a golf ball to roll 
down the ramps.

An instructor asked students to set up 
the ramps to find out whether, say, steep-
ness affects how far balls roll down the 
pathway. In a direct-instruction condi-
tion, the instructor then demonstrated 
possible controlled experiments, such as 
varying only the steepness of the ramps, 
and uncontrolled experiments, where 
ramps differed in several ways. Chil-
dren were asked whether each example 
was a “smart choice,” but the instructor 
never rolled balls down ramps. Students 

tion than most U.S. students get — finds 
that an understanding of the nature of  
science typically develops slowly and 
often remains incomplete, even among 
young adults, says coinvestigator Merry 
Bullock of the American Psychological 
Association in Washington, D.C.

Still, about one in four German young-
sters displayed a special knack for scien-
tific reasoning that emerged within the 
first few years of school.

Bullock and her colleagues describe 
the German findings in a chapter of a 
new book she coedited, Human Devel-
opment from Early Childhood to Early 
Adulthood.

Regardless of scientific aptitude, chil-
dren constantly and unthinkingly infer 
that certain events in the world cause 
other events to happen. Bullock wants 
educators to equip students with rea-
soning tools that can be used to test the 
truthfulness of these causal intuitions.

“Scientific reasoning is causal reason-
ing gone to school,” she says.

Skirmishes in the classroom
In Lucas’ class, students school each 

other in scientific reasoning. Pond mod-
els are evaluated and, in true sixth-grade 
fashion, ruthlessly dissected at weekly 
research meetings.

Consider Ilya’s tough-love message to 
Daniel and Emily, who suspect that fish 
and frogs may soon start dying in their 
model ecosystem due to steep rises in 
the jar’s oxygen level. Emily suggests 
moving sick-looking fish to a “hospi-
tal” jar, where safe oxygen levels could 
be maintained while the model jar is 
modified. Daniel proposes using a spe-
cial measuring device to determine the 
levels of dissolved oxygen in the recovery 
space before putting fish in it.

“But isn’t your question how fish and 
frogs affect the DO [dissolved oxygen]?” 
Ilya interjects. “If your fish or frogs start 
dying in the jar, and you take them out 
and put them in the middle jar, then you 
can’t do your question anymore, because 
they’re not in the jar affecting the DO. 
They’re in some other jar.”

Ilya’s comment alludes to an aspect of 
scientific reasoning known as the con-

trol-of-variables strategy. Researchers 
hold constant all changeable features in 
an experiment except for one of interest. 
Any effects of that variable on a particu-
lar outcome can then be determined.

Laboratory studies and assessment 
tests overwhelmingly suggest that sixth- 
graders, and even high school students, 
have trouble understanding the logic and 
design of controlled experiments. Over 
the past decade, two polarized views have 
fueled debates among science educators 
over how best to teach about this and 
other facets of scientific reasoning.

“Direct instruction” proponents hold 
that children best learn how to reason 
scientifically when teachers provide 
explicit instructions that can be applied 
to hands-on experiments. “Discovery 
learning” supporters say that children 
allowed to explore and experiment on 
their own gradually gain deeper insights 
into how science works than can be 
achieved through teacher instructions.

Everyone agrees that, in practice, most 
science classes include elements of both 
approaches. But no consensus exists 
on whether kids benefit more from an 
emphasis on one or the other approach.

Lehrer looks askance at the polariza-
tion of science education into direct 
instruction versus discovery learning. In 
classroom work with Lucas and Schauble,  
he says, “we provide a lot of help and 
instruction to students, but we also 
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attempted to integrate evidence with 
predictions. Seventh-graders who had 
not received the special science program 
usually failed to use these strategies.

Gains achieved by students in the 
special program remained fragile and 
required regular reinforcement, the 
researchers found. “Scientific inquiry 
skills are not learned once, by any 
method, and then reliably available 
thereafter,” Kuhn says.

Revolutionary tools
That may be true, but Lehrer likes 

what he sees so far in sixth-graders 
from Lucas’ class. Many of them gained 
insights into such understudied aspects 
of scientific reasoning as knowing crite-
ria for good scientific questions and for 
trustworthy evidence. Students also cre-
ated their own tools and measurements, 
an endeavor that consumes much time 
and expense among adult scientists.

“The design of new tools, machines and 
scientific setups are often the impetus for 
scientific revolutions,” Lehrer says.

Initial failures often instigated  
student innovations. For Ilya and Alex, 
algal bloom and the deaths of plants and 
animals in their jar proved dishearten-
ing. In the course of checking for pos-
sible causes of ecological breakdowns, 
the two boys realized that they needed 
to change how they measured growth of 
aquatic plants called elodea.

From an initial calculation of growth as 
change in elodea length, they developed 
a three-pronged “bushiness” index. This 
measure incorporated the number of 
buds on plants, which Ilya thought of as 
a measure of reproduction, as well as the 
length of buds and the number of roots.

Alex and Ilya ended up creating a  
sustainable jar ecosystem.

“This is a demanding way to teach 
science, but the payoff is so high,”  
Lehrer says. “It’s pretty surprising that 
kids learn anything from the current 
approach to science education.” s

Explore more
W. schneider and M. Bullock, eds.  s Human 
Development from early Childhood to early 
adulthood. Psychology Press 2008. 

then carried out their own experiments.
In the discovery condition, students 

spent their time setting up and adjusting 
ramps to see how far balls would roll. An 
instructor answered questions but did 
not talk about experimental control.

The direct-instruction group scored 
better than the other group on a test mea-
suring understanding of the control-of-
variables strategy after the session. But, 
half of the students under both conditions 
grasped the strategy on a new experimen-
tal task three months later. Tests given 
three years later found the same results.

“Direct instruction on the control-of-
variables strategy confers only a tempo-
rary benefit over discovery learning,” says 
Deanna Kuhn of Columbia University.

A 2007 investigation conducted by 
Kuhn, a psychologist, and a colleague 
also supports her view. Fourth-graders 
performed science experiments akin 
to the ball-and-ramps challenge stud-
ied by Strand-Cary and Klahr. Half the 
kids received explicit instructions from a 
teacher about how to control variables in 
the experiment; the rest asked questions 
of the teacher when necessary. Three 
months later, about half the kids in both 
groups understood the logic of holding 
variables constant to answer questions.

In Lucas’ class, there’s often no clear 
distinction between direct instruction 
and discovery techniques. Her ecology 
modelers learned early in the school year 
how to run controlled experiments, either 
through trial and error or from peers’ 
blunt comments. “The hard part for them 
was learning how to identify important 
variables to be controlled and manipu-
lated in the first place,” Lehrer says.

Model students
That wasn’t the only intellectual obsta-

cle that Lucas’ students faced. At the end 
of the school year, 10 of 19 kids were con-
vinced that, because their ecologies-in-
a-jar didn’t look like real ponds, none of 
the lessons from the teams’ experiments 
could inspire further pond research.

Lucas suspects that kids need explicit 
guidance from teachers to grasp how 
models can, in some ways, relate to real 
biological and physical systems.

Kuhn posits that mature scientific 
thinking consists of three key com-
ponents. First, an understanding is 
reached that two or more variables may 
contribute to an experimental outcome.  
Second, a realization surfaces that scien-
tific knowledge is an imperfect attempt 
by people to determine the truth about 
the world, not a collection of unassailable 
facts. Third, an appreciation emerges of 
how to argue scientifically with others, 
with an eye to coordinating evidence 
with evolving theories.

Kids display encouraging gains in these 
aspects of scientific thinking when chal-
lenged with progressively more demand-
ing tasks, Kuhn says. 

She and Columbia colleague Maria 
Pease tracked students exposed to com-
puter-based science exercises from fourth 
through sixth grade. Exercises started out 
as highly structured activities. In teams, 
children grappled with problems such as 
learning which of five variables raised 
the risk of an earthquake at a particular 
location. A computer program assisted 
them in identifying relevant questions 
to ask, making and justifying interpreta-
tions of evidence, and predicting risk.

By the sixth grade, students graduated 
to science exercises conducted in inde-
pendent teams and wrote reports about 
methods and conclusions.

When tested with further risk scenar-
ios, most sixth-graders who completed 
the program considered how multi-
ple variables contributed to risk and 
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“Despite the fact that people have 
been looking at these formations for a 
century or more, we still don’t have a 
really fi rm handle on where they formed 
in the oceans, how they formed and what 
they’re telling us about the composition 
of the oceans or the atmosphere at that 
time,” says geobiologist Kurt Konhauser 
of the University of Alberta in Edmon-
ton, Canada. “These are, surprisingly, 
still the questions that are out there.”

New research is shedding some light 
on when, and how, some of Earth’s most 
voluminous banded iron formations 
developed. Most of the largest forma-
tions date from the late Archean eon, 
which ended around 2.5 billion years 
ago, and the early part of the eon follow-
ing it, the Proterozoic. This transition 
between eons is thought to mark huge 
environmental changes, specifically 
the switch from a mostly methane or 
carbon dioxide atmosphere to an 
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I ron is a gift from above.
Its atoms were forged by nuclear 

reactions inside massive stars that 
exploded, seeding our galactic 
neighborhood with the raw mate-

rials for planets over billions of years 
before the solar system formed.

Although iron is, by weight, the most 
abundant element in the solid Earth, 
most lies hidden in the planet’s core, 
which may be one immense, silicon-
tainted iron crystal (SN: 1/12/02, p. 22). 
Less than 6 percent of Earth’s crust is 
iron, but fortunately for the voracious 
appetite of Industrial Man, the element 
is plentiful in oxide-rich ore deposits, 
including banded iron formations. 

BIFs, as they’re known to geologists, 
are enigmatic. All seem to have started 
out as sediments on ancient seafl oors, 
and by some estimates the oxide min-
eral accumulated in all known BIFs con-
tains about 20 times as much oxygen as 

FEATURE | THE IRON RECORD OF EARTH’S OXYGEN

theIRONreco rd of Earth’s
Scientists are decoding the geological secr ets of banded iron formations By Sid Perkins

today’s atmosphere does. Yet some of 
these deposits accumulated long before 
Earth’s atmosphere became thoroughly 
oxygenated, so the source of the oxygen 
stored in these BIFs is baffl ing. 

Then there’s the mysterious banding, 
in which thin layers of iron-rich minerals 
such as hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite 
(Fe3O4) alternate with silica-rich, iron-
poor bands, usually of jasper and chert. 

Finally, some of the BIFs are puzzling 
simply because they’re so big: They 
stretch for hundreds of kilometers, a 
distance over which the banding appar-
ently remains intact. So whatever pro-
cesses created these formations must 
have acted over broad areas.

Countless details regarding these 
formations’ origins are hidden because 
many older BIFs are metamorphic 
rocks — they’ve been physically warped 
and chemically cooked deep within the 
planet, sometimes for millions of years.
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electrons (Fe2+) — but only if the water 
contains no dissolved oxygen. Whenever 
dissolved iron and dissolved oxygen get 
together they combine to form a nearly 
insoluble precipitate, which drops out 
of solution. In the ancient ocean, this 
precipitate would have accumulated as 
seafl oor sediments.

In the late Archean, Earth’s oceans 
were chock-full of dissolved iron, which 
had either eroded from continental 
rocks or been spewed, along with many 
other dissolved minerals, into the oceans 
by hydrothermal activity at vents and 
mid-ocean ridges. Once the seas got 
their fi rst whiff of oxygen produced by 
ocean-dwelling cyanobacteria, among 
Earth’s early photosynthesizers, the iron 

oxygen-rich one friendly to complex life. 
The actual timing and suddenness of the 
change — an occasion so momentous 
that scientists have dubbed it the Great 
Oxidation Event — generate debate. 

How BIFs, which formed in ancient 
oceans, document environmental tran-
sitions also remains debated. One recent 
paper suggests that atmospheric oxygen 
couldn’t increase and thus couldn’t set the 
stage for the proliferation of multicellu-
lar life until ocean chemistry changed in a 
way that large BIFs stopped forming.

Other studies hint at possible reasons 
for BIF banding. Also, tantalizing data 
gathered at an unusual lake in Indone-
sia suggest that this body of water may 
be one of the few modern environments 
that resembles Earth’s Archean oceans.

The stage for complex life
Water can hold a lot of dissolved ions of 

iron — typically those that have lost two 

FEATURE | THE IRON RECORD OF EARTH’S OXYGEN

reco rd of Earth’s oxygen
Scientists are decoding the geological secr ets of banded iron formations By Sid Perkins

oxides that formed began to accumulate 
in ocean basins, says Alan J. Kaufman, a 
geologist at the University of Maryland 
in College Park. 

An early idea about oxygen and BIFs is 
that, once the atmosphere became oxy-
genated, excess oxygen from the atmo-
sphere dissolved into the ocean and 
caused iron to precipitate. But Kaufman 
suggests that, “until the dissolved iron 
was used up, oxygen couldn’t build up in 
the atmosphere.” The oxygen in the ocean 
couldn’t escape because iron was react-
ing with it, creating the sediments that 
would become large BIFs. Eventually, the 
increased supply of oxygen overwhelmed 
any iron that still did enter the ocean.

So, for millions of years, thin layers 

Among Earth’s oldest rocks are banded iron formations, named for the layers rich 
in iron that alternate with layers hosting little iron. In some places, these layers 
extend for kilometers. The formations remain puzzling. The most extensive ones 
probably stopped forming around the time the atmosphere became oxygen-rich.
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oxygen might have driven the evolution 
of organisms such as eukaryotes that 
use, rather than make, oxygen for several 
important biochemical pathways.

Another way ocean chemistry could 
have set the scene for oxygen accumula-
tion was by a decrease in the production 
of methane (SN: 5/9/09, p. 14), which 
reacts with oxygen. Other researchers 
suggest that ratios of nickel to iron in 
banded iron formations document that,  
starting about 2.7 billion years ago, geo-
logical changes began to reduce the 
amount of nickel spewing from volca-
noes or eroding into the sea. The popu-
lations of microbes that used the nickel 
to produce methane dropped. With less 
methane in the atmosphere, oxygen 
emitted by cyanobacteria could even-
tually build up, Konhauser and his col-
leagues report in the April 9 Nature.

Seas of old
Although most banded iron forma-

tions probably accumulated during or 
after cyanobacteria began suffusing 

of iron-rich minerals rained down upon 
the seafloor, says Kaufman. In some 
places the strata — layers that today are 
high-quality ores containing as much as 
55 percent iron by weight — stacked up 
hundreds of meters thick. 

Analyses of African rocks by Kaufman 
and his colleagues thus suggest a slightly 
later date for oxygenation than some 
previous studies have: about 2.316 bil-
lion years ago, the researchers report 
in the May Geology. The new date is 
based on 58 samples of rocks that had 
been laid down as shallow marine sedi-
ments in what is now north central and 
northeastern South Africa between 2.65 
billion and 2.1 billion years ago. In the 
oldest samples, the relative proportions 
of four sulfur isotopes, particularly the 
ratios involving sulfur-33 and sulfur-36 , 
suggest that sulfur-bearing compounds 
were often involved in chemical reac-
tions driven by ultraviolet light. Then, 
in rocks deposited late in that interval, 
sulfur ratios shifted to those that typi-
cally result from metabolic reactions 
within organisms. 

First reported in 2001 by James 
Farquhar, a coauthor on the Geology
paper who is also at the University of 
Maryland in College Park, and others, 
the changes in the ratios of sulfur iso-
topes are a key tool for pinpointing when 
the rock record documents the shift to a 
more oxygenated atmosphere.  

Interruption of the UV-driven reac-
tions at 2.316 billion years ago marked 
an important milestone in Earth’s his-
tory: the formation of an ozone layer, 
Kaufman and colleagues report. That 
UV-blocking layer would have begun to 
form when atmospheric concentrations 
of oxygen rose to about 1/100,000th of 
modern-day levels, says Kaufman. 

The appearance of the ozone layer 
triggered a series of biological and envi-
ronmental changes that set the stage not 
only for life to advance from one-celled 
to multicellular forms, but also for the 
world’s fi rst ice age, the researchers con-
tend. First, Kaufman explains, any UV-
sensitive organisms living in deep waters 
would have been able to rise to shallower 
depths once the ozone layer had devel-

oped. There, the photosynthesizing 
organisms could have taken advantage 
of increased light, boosting their popu-
lations and their oxygen production 
dramatically. In probably less than 10 
million years, oxygen levels increased 
to about 1 percent of today’s value. 

As oxygen was building in the atmo-
sphere, it reacted with methane, then a 
major atmospheric constituent, to pro-
duce carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is a 
planet-warming greenhouse gas, but 
methane warms the air about 62 times as 
well as carbon dioxide does, says Kauf-
man. An outcome of the atmospheric 
change was a cooling effect so strong that 
it sent the world into an ice age, he says.

Additional oxygen in the air would 
also have increased the rates of weather-
ing and erosion on land. Combined with 
the scouring of rocks by glaciers, these 
effects would have sent more nutrients 
off the continents and into the seas, 
boosting even further the populations of 
oxygen-producing marine organisms.

Finally, Kaufman notes, atmospheric 

3  Oxygen makers
Oxygen could have entered 
the scene as it was produced 
in large enough quantities 
by cyanobacteria, microbes 
that perform photosynthesis.

2  Iron from the land
Continental crust on land 
also contains iron. Water 
and weather break the 
crust down, and rivers carry 
dissolved iron particles into 
the ocean.

1  Iron from the deep
Iron from Earth’s interior enters 
the ocean through hydrothermal 
vents, which are essentially hot 
springs on the ocean � oor. Modern 
vents dot spreading ridges, where 
blocks of ocean crust are moving 
apart and making room for magma 
from below to travel upward and 
create new ocean crust. 

Building a banded iron formation
Banded iron formations began as sediments accumulating 
on the ocean fl oor of early Earth. The formations record 
how different both ocean and atmospheric chemistry were 
from today’s, and in what ways they may have dramatically 
changed. Pictured is one scenario for how the formations may 
document Earth’s transition to an oxygen-rich atmosphere.
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poor, few nutrients make their way into 
the lake, says Crowe. The few dissolved 
sulfates that wash in are consumed by 
chemical reactions that occur within the 
chemocline, the thin layer of water that 
separates the oxygenated surface waters 
from the anoxic depths. So, the research-
ers note, the oxygen- and sulfate-free 
depths of the lake, which also happen to 
be rich in dissolved iron, probably are 
chemically similar to Earth’s oceans as 
they existed before the atmosphere 
became thoroughly oxygenated.

Few photosynthetic microbes live in 
the nutrient-poor surface waters of the 
lake. Those that do, like most plants and 
marine organisms that thrive in oxygen-
ated conditions, use a type of chloro-
phyll called chlorophyll a. The dearth of 
microbes renders the lake’s upper waters 
exceptionally clear, which allows some 
sunlight to penetrate anoxic waters. At 
a depth of about 120 meters, Crowe and 
his colleagues found that the most com-
mon microbes lacked chlorophyll a but 
contained bacteriochlorophyll e, a light-

oxygen throughout the seas, some of the 
formations — albeit ones substantially 
smaller than those that formed about 
2.5 billion years ago — formed millions 
of years before any dissolved oxygen may 
have been available. 

Scientists have long debated how in 
such a world dissolved iron became oxi-
dized sans oxygen, losing an electron and 
going from Fe2+ to Fe3+. Something other 
than oxygen must have acted as an elec-
tron acceptor, says Sean A. Crowe, a bio-
geochemist at the University of Southern 
Denmark in Odense. Not only was free 
oxygen in short supply, oceans then con-
tained little if any dissolved sulfate, an 
electron acceptor produced when sulfur 
dioxide spewed by volcanoes reacts with 
oxygen and water.

Lab tests show that ultraviolet light 
can stimulate the oxidation of dissolved 
iron in anoxic water, which contains no 
dissolved oxygen. But no one has 
observed such a reaction in anoxic  sea-
water or its laboratory equivalent, Crowe 
says. The only other known process for 

oxidizing dissolved iron in anoxic water 
involves ancient microbes known as 
photoferrotrophs, organisms that derive 
energy from light and iron. Now, Crowe 
and his colleagues have discovered an  
Indonesian lake where photoferrotrophs 
thrive. The deep portion of the lake  
could be a modern-day version of the 
Archean ocean.

Lake Matano in Indonesia is only  
28 kilometers long and, at the widest 
point, only 8 kilometers across. But at its 
deepest it is more than 590 meters deep. 
Its great depth and steep-sided bottom, 
along with the region’s lack of strong 
seasonal temperature variations, con-
tribute to poor circulation in the lake, 
the researchers reported last October 
in Proceedings of the National Academy 
of Sciences. 

Field measurements reveal that Lake 
Matano’s surface waters are oxygenated 
but that all waters below depths of  
100 meters, which account for most of 
the lake’s volume, are anoxic. Because 
soils in the surrounding watershed are b
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6  Banding beginnings
Particles of silica also drop 
out of water onto the ocean 
floor. the layering of banded 
iron formations shows that 
sometimes ocean precipi-
tates were mostly silica and 
other times they were mostly 
iron. Why remains unclear.

3  Oxygen makers
oxygen could have entered 
the scene as it was produced 
in large enough quantities  
by cyanobacteria, microbes 
that perform photosynthesis.

5  Oxygen up
being a gas, oxygen can 
travel between atmosphere 
and ocean. one question 
is whether oxygen first built 
up in the atmosphere, then 
flooded the water and caused 
iron to precipitate out; or 
whether oxygen accumulated 
in the water and then spent 
time using up the iron supply 
until enough oxygen was avail-
able to fill the atmosphere.

4  Iron back down
the ocean of early earth con-
tained much more dissolved 
iron than today’s ocean. one 
way iron leaves water is if it 
reacts with dissolved oxygen. 
the reaction forms a type of 
iron that precipitates out of 
water, falling as iron oxide 
particles onto the ocean floor.

7  Sediment to rock
over time, sediments accumulate 
atop sediments. as the particles 
are buried deeper and deeper, they 
undergo changes that form them 
into rock. over millions of years, as 
continents and oceans change, the 
rocks are uplifted and exposed on 
the continents. Pictured is dales 
gorge, part of the brockman iron 
formation in Western australia.
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feature | the iron record of earth’s oxygen

all of the microbes tested, oxidation 
rates increased as water temperature 
rose from 5° Celsius to 25°C. At tem-
peratures of 30°C and higher, oxidation 
rates dropped substantially. When the 
water temperature rose to 55°C, the pho-
toferrotrophs continued to oxidize iron 
but were eventually incapacitated: Even 
after temperature returned to 25°C, the 
microbes had stopped oxidizing iron and 
didn’t restart. Similarly, the microbes 
probably wouldn’t survive prolonged 
exposure to waters spewing from hydro-
thermal vents or volcanic seamounts.

While iron oxidation caused iron-rich 
minerals to drop out of solution as water 
temperatures rose from 5°C to 25°C, the 
precipitation of silica showed exactly 
the opposite trend, Konhauser says. At 
high temperatures, silica remained dis-
solved; as waters cooled, silica crystal-
lized out of solution. These disparate 
trends could explain the banding seen 
in BIFs, the researchers propose: During 
ancient summers, photoferrotrophs pro-
liferated and oxidized iron prodigiously, 
sending a cascade of iron-rich minerals 
to the seafloor. In winter, iron stayed in 
solution because the microbes weren’t 
active, but cool temperatures caused 
silica-rich minerals to precipitate.

“Despite these experiments, the mech-
anisms of BIF deposition are still an area 
of great uncertainty,” says Konhauser. 
Looking at the ratio of iron isotopes in 
minerals precipitated by photoferrotro-
phs in lab tests, and comparing the ratios 
with those in BIFs, may provide insights 
into whether similar reactions occurred 
before the formation of an ozone layer. 
Also, he notes, the results of such exper-
iments may illuminate which trace  
elements are metabolically required 
by modern-day photoferrotrophs, and 
comparisons with the elements present 
in ancient BIFs could reveal which types 
of microbes were most likely the progen-
itors of today’s iron ore deposits. s

Explore more
andreas Kappler  s et al. “deposition of 
banded iron formations by anoxygenic 
phototrophic fe(ii)-oxidizing bacteria.” 
Geology, november 2008.

harvesting pigment that absorbs infrared 
light and is present in photoferrotrophs 
adapted to low-light conditions. Genetic 
analyses suggest that photoferrotrophs 
are among Earth’s earliest microbes.

These microbes live at a depth where 
light levels are between 0.005 and 0.01 
percent what they are at the lake’s sur-
face, says Crowe. Yet the organisms 
thrive: Each liter of water there contains 
between 300 million and 16 billion of the 
photoferrotrophs, the researchers esti-
mate. Those microbes live in the anoxic 
sweet spot where dissolved iron and 
phosphorus rising from the depths meet 
the weak-yet-usable sunlight filtering 
down from above. Their rate of growth 
creates just as much biomass — about 
650 nanograms of carbon per hour in 
each liter of water — as photosynthetic 
organisms at the lake’s surface do. 

“This is a first glimpse at a microbial 
ecosystem in a stable, iron-rich aquatic 
environment,” says Crowe. “This really 
makes the argument for a biological role 
in the formation of banded iron forma-
tions much more believable.” The team 
estimates that photoferrotrophs could 
have, on a worldwide basis, produced 
about 10 percent of the biomass that 
modern photosynthetic organisms do.

Crowe and his colleagues didn’t actu-
ally discern Lake Matano’s microbes 
converting dissolved iron to its insoluble 
form: In those light-limited conditions, 
it would take months to produce measur-
able quantities, he notes. In the future, 
lab tests on microbes cultured from 

those taken from Lake Matano’s depths 
may yield further insights about how 
ancient microbes might have thrived in 
Archean oceans, and what sort of nutri-
ents or trace elements they would have 
needed to fuel their metabolisms.

Not-so-temperate banding
One of the biggest mysteries about 

banded iron formations is what caused 
the alternating layers of iron-rich and 
silica-rich strata, which can range any-
where from a few micrometers to a few 
meters thick. While some research hints 
that the thickest bands may be associ-
ated with long-term climate changes 
that stem from variations in Earth’s 
orbit, what triggers micrometer layering 
has been more puzzling, says University 
of Alberta’s Konhauser.

Previously, some teams have proposed 
that the small-scale layering derives 
from regular variations in the supply 
of iron-rich anoxic waters from the 
ocean depths — due to recurring pulses 
of hydrothermal activity or from cli-
mate-driven changes in ocean currents,  
Konhauser says. But now, lab tests by 
him and his colleagues hint that some-
thing much simpler — seasonal changes 
in ocean temperature — may have caused 
the banding. The team reported their 
findings last September in Nature Geo-
science. 

The team measured the rates at which 
several photoferrotroph types oxidized 
dissolved iron at various temperatures 
in anoxic, silica-rich water samples. For 

Researchers study microbes 
living in the depths of Lake 

Matano in Indonesia.
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A Mathematician’s 
Lament: How School 
Cheats Us Out of Our 
Most Fascinating and 
Imaginative Art Form
Paul Lockhart
Prevailing math educa-

tion makes the grade but misses the 
meaning, a teacher argues. Bellevue 
Literary Press, 2009, 192 p., $12.95.

Lucy’s Legacy:  
The Quest for  
Human Origins
Donald C. Johanson  
and Kate Wong 
Lucy’s discoverer and  
a science writer detail 

advances in paleoanthropology.  
Harmony Books, 2009, 309 p., $25.

Dead Pool: Lake 
Powell, Global Warm-
ing, and the Future of 
Water in the West
James Lawrence Powell
The draining reservoir 
is a bellwether for 

water supplies in the American West. 
Univ. of California Press, 2009, 283 p., 
$27.50. 

Aladdin’s Lamp: How 
Greek Science Came 
to Europe Through the 
Islamic World
John Freely
Science survived the 
Dark Ages in the sanc-
tuary of the Middle 

East. Knopf, 2009, 303 p., $27.95.

Elephant Reflections
Photographs by  
Karl Ammann,  
Text by Dale Peterson
A photographer’s lens 
brings this pachyderm 

into focus. Univ. of California Press, 
2009, 272 p., $39.95.

bookshelf

How to Order To order these books or others, 
visit www.sciencenews.org/bookshelf. A click on 
a book’s title will transfer you to Amazon.com. 

Deep Brain Stimulation:  
A New Treatment Shows Promise 
in the Most Difficult Cases
Jamie Talan

T  he very notion of having electrodes 
implanted in your brain would seem 

like science fiction — if 40,000 people 
hadn’t already undergone the operation, 
most for Parkinson’s disease.

This book tells the story of heroic 
people — some on operating tables 
and others wielding scalpels and 
drills — and the lengths they’ve gone to 
in seeking to relieve devastating brain 
disorders. Talan describes decades 
of brain surgery aimed at addressing 
movement disorders and zeros in on 
deep-brain stimulation, a cutting-edge 
treatment in which doctors implant 
electrodes in the brain to reboot aber-
rant neural circuitry. 

Early efforts to treat neurologi-
cal disorders that failed to respond to 
medication mostly involved finding the 
offending brain tissue and removing it. 
These efforts were hit-and-miss, offer-
ing relief only sometimes. More impor-
tant, these attempts provided a road 

map of the brain. Technology used in 
heart pacemakers was modified to make 
tiny electrodes, and the use of brain 
scans with surgery has further advanced 
the practice of inserting electrodes, 
making deep-brain stimulation more 
effective, with fewer side effects. 

Talan cites several scientists’ work, 
as mapping the brain and rearranging 

its signals has been a 
long, trying story of 
success with many 
fathers. And to her 
credit, Talan doesn’t 
omit the real risks of 
brain surgery. 

Deep-brain stimu-
lation has gained 

approval for Parkinson’s treatment, 
and more recently for obsessive-com-
pulsive disorder. It’s currently being 
tested for other conditions in which 
medication may fail, including depres-
sion, Tourette’s syndrome, epilepsy, 
pain and persistent vegetative state. It’s 
a science still in the making and is well-
described here. — Nathan Seppa
Dana Press, 2009, 176 p., $25.

The Bomb: A New History
Stephen M. Younger

 Nuclear policy in the United States 
has yet to escape the Cold War’s 

shadow. In this account of the atomic 
bomb, a former director of the Defense 
Threat Reduction Agency makes a case 
for a reanalysis of the nation’s nuclear 
needs. “Our nuclear weapons stockpile 
is optimized for a threat that no longer 
exists,” Younger writes.

Younger offers 
a straightforward 
account of nuclear 
weapons: how they 
were developed, 
how they work and 
how they forced 
humankind into con-
stant vulnerability, 

straddling the line between mutually 
assured destruction and peace. 

Because the weapons cannot be  
uninvented, Younger argues, the United 

States should take a close look at what 
to do with the ones it has. Maintaining 
current stockpiles indefinitely, he says, 
will be impossible without testing the 
weapons to make sure that they still 
work after years of sitting around.

Though Younger takes a middle-
of-the-road approach and his tone is 
mild-mannered, his position as a for-
mer nuclear weapons developer gives 
his insight authority. He explains what 
types of weapons are effective for what 
types of targets. He also emphasizes 
the importance of accurate intelligence 
and precision in delivery. New non-
nuclear technologies, he says, are supe-
rior in some cases.

The Bomb is probably too broad for 
A-bomb buffs or others with detailed 
weapons knowledge. But it does offer a 
good introduction and explores consid-
erations for future policy.  
— Elizabeth Quill 
Ecco, 2009, 238 p., $26.99.
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assertions, joy and sadness — predated 
language? Surely it was at least a part of 
language development. Does singing to 
a tiny baby aid in learning to speak?
P.M. deLaubenfels, Corvallis, Ore. 
 
Researchers have indeed found that 
human songs share properties with the 
songs of whales and birds, including 
the “call and response” format, melody 
retention with key changes and harmonic 
relationships. The deeply rooted ability to 
sing suggests that songs may have been 
around before human speech, but unfor-
tunately, theories about the origins of 
music rely heavily on guesswork. 

Some researchers think music might 
be a by-product of language, while  
others think that music arose from social 
needs, such as establishing group cohe-
sion or territory. Several of the same 
brain regions important for speech 
are also important for music, so it’s 
plausible that strengthening one brain 
region by singing or speaking might also 
enhance the other. Studies on the role 
of music in speech development remain 
preliminary, but more is sure to come 
soon. — Laura Sanders

Drugs that don’t mix
Nathan Seppa’s article on the untoward 
effects of proton pump inhibitors on 
the blood thinner clopidogrel (“Popular 
acid blockers don’t mix with anticlot-
ting medication,” SN: 3/28/09, p. 11) 
raises the question: Does the study 
suggest anything about the effect of 
PPIs on a daily dose of aspirin (81 mil-
ligrams)— also a blood thinner?
Tom Yount, Nashville, Tenn.

The authors of this study didn’t investi-
gate the effect of heartburn drugs (PPIs 
such as Prilosec or Nexium) on aspirin’s 
anticlotting action. Various small stud-
ies have failed to show a clear diminu-
tion of aspirin’s anticlotting effect from 
the use of a PPI, though the results are 
somewhat mixed and that work is ongo-
ing. On the other hand, most studies 
testing the effect of PPIs in people tak-
ing aspirin or other anti-inflammatory 

Tobacco for adults, cocoa for kids
I was interested in the report of cacao-
beverage use by people of Chaco 
Canyon in New Mexico as early as 
A.D. 1000 (“Hot chocolate, with foam 
please,” SN: 2/28/09, p. 14). In the late 
’50s, I and others at the Philip Morris 
Research Center looked at pipe sam-
ples from the Four Corners area (Ari-
zona, New Mexico, Colorado and Utah) 
dating from about A.D. 900. The pipes 
were submitted by archaeologists from 
the University of Arizona who wanted 
to know if tobacco had been used. 

Initially, microscopy showed plant 
structures similar to tobacco and also 
possibly corn silk. Having seen physi-
cal evidence for tobacco, we proceeded 
chemically by extracting, back extract-
ing and looking for evidence of nicotine. 
Paper chromatographic examination 
showed nicotine in some but not all 
samples and we published a short note 
in Science (Gager, F.L.; Johnson, V.C.; 
Holmes, J.C. Science. October 14, 1960). 
Over a period of years, we looked at 
additional materials using gas chroma-
tography/mass spectrometry. 

Years ago, we wondered whether 
men smoked the tobacco and chil-
dren smoked corn silk. Perhaps adults 
smoked tobacco (and other things) and 
the children drank cocoa!
Forrest L. Gager, Jr., Lynchburg, Va. 

First words
The article by Laura Sanders about the 
correlation between early gesturing 
and vocabulary (“Kids’ gestures foretell 
better vocabularies,” SN: 3/14/09, p. 17) 
really struck me. 

Humans do a lot of gesturing in 
response to music. Evolutionary pres-
sure must have driven protohumans 
to be able to produce a wide array of 
sounds from high to low. Melody surely 
was in us very early on and is in us 
still. Tunes stick in our minds, serve as 
excellent mnemonic devices and elo-
quently express our feelings. 

Whales, birds and people sing. Is 
it not plausible, since speech doesn’t 
require much pitch change, that sing-
ing — lullabies, love songs, territorial 

drugs have shown that PPIs can prevent 
or ameliorate the gastric bleeding and 
ulcers that are common side effects of 
aspirin. — Nathan Seppa 

Hubble first?
Regarding “New eyes on the cosmos” 
(SN: 5/23/09, p. 30): The Hubble Space 
Telescope was not the first optical tele-
scope in space. See, for example, the 
earlier Orbiting Astronomical Observa-
tory satellites.
Bobby Baum, Bethesda, Md.

The reader is correct that some U.S. 
space-based instruments that detected 
light in the visible wavelengths did 
precede the Hubble’s launch in 1990. 
According to HST senior scientist David 
Leckrone, these instruments trained 
their eyes downward for reconnaissance, 
earth science and weather observations. 

So, Leckrone writes in an e-mail,  
“Hubble is the first major astronomical 
optical telescope in space.” And, he con-
tinues, “is definitely the first astronomi-
cal telescope to take full advantage of 
the observing environment in vacuum, 
above the distortions produced by the 
Earth’s atmosphere.”

The Orbiting Astronomical Observa-
tory satellites, launched from 1966 to 
1972, included four missions. Two failed 
because of power and mechanical trou-
bles. The remaining two carried ultravio-
let and X-ray telescopes, spectrometers 
and photometers but did not collect  
optical data for visual images.  
— Rachel Zelkowitz

Correction: In “Seeing Better” (SN: 
5/23/09, p. 20), a statement about the 
Hubble Space Telescope was incorrect. 
HST detects light from the ultraviolet to 
the near-infrared portions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, not from the entire 
spectrum. 
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 Sheila Tobias

Professional science degree may be 21st century MBA
or at the intersection of two or more 
traditional ones. Absent a thesis, stu-
dents enroll in short courses in business 
fundamentals, tech transfer, project 
management, intellectual property law, 
regulatory affairs, entrepreneurship, 
leadership and/or ethics — which, with 

training in communica-
tion (written and oral) 
and team building, con-
stitute up to 30 percent of 
the students’ studies. 

Rounding out their pro-
gram is a required intern-
ship (in all but a few of the 
specialties) for enrollees 
not currently employed in 
a high-tech enterprise. 

Today, the PSM is 
poised for expansion. 
In addition to campus-
based programs, there are 
university system-wide 
adoptions in California, 
New York, Illinois, Massa-
chusetts and North Texas 

as well as state-wide collaboratives in 
Oregon and Arizona. More are planned 
in Florida, New Mexico, Pennsylvania 
and Virginia.

All of these energetic initiatives have 
been launched without significant 
government support — so far. But this 
month, that will change. The National 
Science Foundation is rolling out a 
program for spending $15 million in 
economic stimulus funds for the PSM. 
The new Veterans Education Bill, which 
includes support for graduate educa-
tion, will go into effect in August. State-
level veterans offices are already eyeing 
the PSM (and pre-PSM certificates) as a 
natural way back into the workforce for 
technically trained officers. s

Sheila Tobias has been a consultant with 
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation on PSM 
development since 1997. Info at www.
sciencemasters.com or www.npsma.org 

 One hundred years ago (in 
1908), a group of higher educa-
tors launched a new profes-
sional master’s degree called 

the MBA. Their aim: to meet the antici-
pated needs of 20th century business, 
which would be characterized, they 
thought, not by product specialty but by 
bigness. Today, MBA programs graduate 
about 90,000 students per year and are 
considered to have provided a singular 
advantage to American business.

Will the Professional Science Mas-
ter’s, the science-based professional 
degree created nine decades after the 
MBA, manage to meet the needs of 21st 
century private and public enterprises? 
That’s the view (and hope) of the direc-
tors of 134 PSM programs at 71 uni-
versities, their employer partners and 
the 2,500 math/science graduates now 
enrolled. 

The PSM is intended for math and 
science graduates bent on careers at 
the intersection of science and manage-
ment. In large public and private enter-
prises, PSMers serve as lab and project 
managers and/or work in close collabo-
ration with specialists in finance, intel-
lectual property or regulatory affairs. In 
smaller startups, they carry responsibil-
ities in both science and management. 
And in the public sector, their value is 
just now beginning to be recognized.

Judging by the successful hiring 
record of graduates, PSMers appear to 
be getting jobs that need to be filled.

“It’s best to think about the PSM not 
as a step down from the Ph.D. but as a 
step up from the bachelor’s,” says  
Bogdan Vernescu, the founding presi-
dent of the National Professional  
Science Master’s Association. Eugene 
Levy, Rice University provost, goes fur-
ther: “The master’s degree will evolve 
to become the normal expectation of 
professional careers.” 

The PSM is filling an educational void 
as well as an employment void. As late 

as 1995, fewer than 3 percent of all U.S. 
M.S. degrees were in the sciences. The 
M.S. in those fields, earlier a respected 
graduate-level degree, came to be 
thought of as a failed Ph.D. Meanwhile 
the master’s degree in engineering con-
tinued to be highly respected, in part 
because engineering was in 
closer touch with business 
and industry.

The PSM founders argue 
that if physics is typical 
(the American Physical 
Society estimates that only 
one in six physics bach-
elors eventually earns a 
Ph.D. in physics), then a 
potential market exists for 
science and math–trained 
professionals.

But what is “profes-
sional training in math-
ematics and science” if not 
preparation for a research 
career? The PSM needed 
not just foundation sup-
port to launch the new degree (provided 
by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation in 
New York City and the W.M. Keck Foun-
dation in Los Angeles), but a change in 
presumptions about who will do science 
and why. 

From 1997 to 2002 some 20 science 
master’s programs were established 
(the term PSM came later), providing 
an initial proof of concept. University 
faculty and deans engaged local employ-
ers in identifying future employment 
opportunities for master’s level science 
and mathematics graduates. Students 
(especially women) were attracted by 
the curriculum and the relatively short 
two years it would take to become pro-
fessionally trained. And faculty found 
the students academically strong. 

The heart of the PSM is the combina-
tion of graduate-level science and/or 
mathematics, often in a newly emerg-
ing discipline (such as bioinformatics) 

Needed:  
A change in 

presumptions 
about who 

will do 
science and 

why

For more Comment, visit COLUMNS 
at www.sciencenews.org
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Halfway into our ambitious trek
through the rain forest I had to

remind myself that “Nothing good
comes easy.” These days it seems that
every business trip to Brazil includes a
sweltering hike through overgrown 
jungles, around cascading waterfalls and
down steep rock cliffs. But our gem broker
insisted it was worth the trouble. To tell
you the truth, for the dazzling emeralds
he delivered, I’d gladly go back to stomp-
ing through jaguar country.

Now our good fortune is your great
reward. Don’t miss this rare opportunity
to own an impressive strand of genuine
South American emeralds for under
$200. And for a limited time, we’ll
sweeten every necklace order with a
$100 Stauer Gift Coupon!

Faced with this embarrassment of riches,
our designer transformed this spectacular
cache of large stones (over 18 carat 
average weight each) into a stunning 110
ctw necklace of faceted emeralds set into
.925 sterling silver. Each emerald is 
surrounded by delicate sterling silver
rope work and filigree in the Bali-style.
The 18" necklace dangles from a sterling
silver chain that fastens with a secure
double-sided shepherd’s hook clasp.

What is the source of our emerald’s
timeless appeal? The enchanting
color of the Stauer Carnaval Faceted
Emerald Necklace comes from nature's
chemistry. Our polished and faceted,
well-formed natural emeralds are 
immediately recognized as something
special. Indeed, when we evaluated these
emeralds, color was the most important
quality factor. Today, scientists tell us that
the human eye is more sensitive to the
color green than to any other. Perhaps
that is why green is so soothing to the
eye, and why the color green comple-
ments every other color in your wardrobe.

Emeralds are,
by weight, the
most valuable
gemstone in
the world. Now
you can wear
genuine emeralds
and feel great
about knowing
that you were
able to treat
yourself to pre-
cious gems with-
out paying a
precious price. 
A 100 + carat
emerald necklace
found on Rodeo
Drive or 5th
Avenue could
cost well over
$250,000…but
not from Stauer. Wear
and admire the exqui-
site Stauer Carnaval
Faceted Emerald
Necklace for 30 days.
If for any reason you
are not dancing the
Samba with pure
s a t i s f a c t i o n
after receiving
your faceted
emerald neck-
lace, simply
return it to us
for a full refund of the purchase price. But
we’re confident that when you examine
this stunning jewelry, you’ll be reminded
of the raw beauty of the Amazon rain
forests mixed with the flash and dazzle of
the exotic Carnaval in Rio de Janiero.

JEWELRY SPECS:

- Genuine faceted Brazilian emeralds in 18" necklace

- Balinese-style .925 sterling silver setting  

- .925 sterling silver chain with shepherd’s hook clasp

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. FEN159-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

A. Carnaval Necklace
(110 ctw) $195 
B. Carnaval Ring

(20 ctw) $125 (sizes 5–10)
C. Carnaval Earrings
(22 ctw) $125
D. Carnaval Bracelet
(80 ctw) $175
Carnaval Collection

(152 ctw) Includes necklace,
ring and earrings. $445  

Now only $295 Save $150
*Special Offer—Receive a $100

Stauer Gift Coupon with the purchase
of each individual Carnaval.

Call today. 
This cache of genuine 
emeralds is extremely limited.

1-888-306-7179
Promotional Code FEN159-01
Please mention this code when you call.

www.stauer.com
Smar t  Luxur ies—Surpr i s ing  Pr ices

Brandish a whopping 110 carats of 
genuine South American emeralds in a 
handcrafted new necklace design for less than
$200... and get a $100 Stauer Gift Coupon! 

Brazil Expedition Uncovers
Thousands of Carats of 
Exquisite Natural Emeralds

A.

B.

C.

D.

Special
Offer

Receive a 
$100 

Stauer Gift 
Coupon.*

Details 
below.

“The lure of fashion
jewelry is color 

and large 
carat weight. 

The Stauer 
Carnaval Collection 

has both”

— JAMES T. FENT, Stauer 

GIA Graduate Gemologist

110 ctw 
of genuine
emeralds.
Enlarged to
show details.
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E
ver since the first humans built 
a fire in their dark cave, people have
realized the importance of proper

indoor lighting. But ever since Edison
invented the light bulb, lighting technolo-
gy has, unfortunately, remained relatively 
prehistoric. 

Modern light fixtures do little to over-
come problems associated with improper 
lighting, such as eyestrain, dryness, and 
burning. As more and more of us spend
longer and longer hours in front of our
computer monitor, these problems are
compounded. And the effects of improp-
er indoor lighting are not necessarily lim-
ited to a physical problem: the quantity
and quality of light can also play a part in
both our mood and work performance. 

Studies show that sunshine can both lift
your mood and enhance your energy 
levels. But as we all know, the sun does not
always shine. Now, however, there’s a 
solution to the problem– The Balanced
Spectrum® floor lamp will change not
only the way you see, but also the way you

feel about your living and 
work spaces. It brings the 
benefits of natural daylight
indoors, simulating the full
spectrum of daylight. 

The Balanced Spectrum’s
27-watt compact bulb is 
the equivalent of a 100-watt 
ordinary light bulb. With the
lamp’s sharp visibility, you will
see with more clarity and
enjoyment in close tasks such
as reading, writing, sewing, and
needlepoint. It is especially
helpful for aging eyes. 

Experience sunshine indoors at the
touch of a switch. This amazing lamp is
not only easy on the eyes, it is easy on the
hands as well, featuring a special 
“soft-touch, flicker-free” rocker switch
that is easier to use than traditional 
toggle or twist switches. And its flexible
gooseneck design enables you to get 
light exactly where you need it. The 
high-tech electronics, the user-friendly
design, and a bulb that lasts 10 times
longer than an ordinary bulb–all these
features make the Balanced Spectrum®

floor lamp a must-have. 

Try the Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp
for the best value ever! Now more than
ever is the time to add sunshine to every
room in your home at this fantastic low
price! The Balanced Spectrum® floor
lamp comes with firstSTREET’s exclusive

guarantee. Try this lamp for 90 days and
return it for the product purchase price if
not completely satisfied.

A floor lamp that 
spreads sunshine 
all over a room.
The Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp brings many of 
the benefits of natural daylight indoors for glare-free
lighting that’s perfect for a variety of indoor activities.

Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp
Item# BB-3589 . . . . . . . . . . . was $59.95

Call now for 
$10 instant savings!

Only $49.95 each + S&H

*Order two Balanced Spectrum®

floor lamps and get FREE shipping
on both lamps.

*Free shipping within the contiguous 48 states only.

Please mention promotional code 38225.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day.

1-888-654-0563
We accept all major credit cards, or if you 

choose, you can pay by check over the phone. 
To order by mail, please call for details. 

www.balancedspectrum.com

All rights reserved. © 2007 TechnoBrands®, Inc. 41
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You don’t need the sun to get 
the natural benefits of daylight

• See with clarity and enjoyment

• Creates natural, glare-free light

• Provides sharp visibility

• Flexible gooseneck design

• Instant-on, flicker-free light

• Pays for itself in energy savings 

over the life of the bulb

“

”

This light can change the
way you live and work

It provides excellent lighting which is very
close to true daylight. The lamp itself is
light enough to be moved easily around 
a room and an office. The glare-free 
characteristics provide a very non-stressful
illumination for prolonged reading.

–Stanley G., M.D.

As soon as I turned on the lamp and 
began to read the newspaper I could see 
the wonderful difference.  This lamp is just
what I needed. Thank you so much.

–Donna E.
Dozens of testimonials on file.

Results not typical.

HOME LIGHTINGBreakthrough
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Technology revolutionizes 
the light bulb
• Save almost $61 over the 

life of the bulb
• 8,000 hours bulb life
• Energy efficient
• Shows true colors
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